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CHAPTER I.
INTRODUCTION

A. Oittsenship as an Educational Objective.
In all ages citizenship has been a central purpose of 

education. Basically» citizenship may be defined, as activity 
of a member or members of a social group productive of the 
eemmen good. This Is true of a small tribe of savages» or 
a state of a hundred million people. And those Individuals 
xiho form the dominant group In any society are well aware 
that they can enhance and perpetuate their cherished way of 
life by control of the education given the oncoming genera
tion* In other words, education for citizenship Is a basic 
function of the governing forces in the smallest tribe or the 
largest modem state.

Beginning with the earliest tribal chiefs who encouraged 
adolescents in expertness of group activity for the common 
good, and stopping long enough to mention Plato who stated 
that the stability of the state depends on education, we can 
review a long parade of thinkers who in various ways confirmed 
and emphasized the Importance of the socio-clvlc aim of educa
tion. This review has been given In standard histories of 
education so often that the scope of this thesis may oertalaly 
be permitted to exclude such material.

Let us, therefore, come to the year 1918 as our point 
of departure for studying the place of citizenship In educa-



tlon. In that year appeared the report of the Commission, on 
the Reorganization of Seeondary Eduoatlon, appointed by the 
National Education Assoelatlm of the United Statss# This 
report was entitled Cardinal Principles of Secondary Educa
tion*^ As we should expect, citizenship Is listed as one of 
the objectives:

"Civic education should develop In the Indiv
idual those qualities whereby he will act well his 
part as a member of neighborhood, toen or city.
State and Nation, and give him a basis for under
standing International problems*

"For such citizenship the following are essen
tial: A many-sided Interest In the welfare of the
communities tp which one belongs; loyalty to Ideals 
of civic righteousness; practical knowledge of 
social agencies and Institutions; good judgment as 
to means and methods that will promote one social 
end without defeating others; and as putting all 
these Into effect, habits of cordial cooperation 
In social undertakings*

"The school should develop the concept that 
the civic duties of men and women, while in part 
Identical, are also In part supplementary. Differ
entiation In civic activities is to be encouraged, 
but not to the extent of loss of Interest in the 
common problems with which all should cope.

"Among the means for developing attitudes 
and habits Important in a democracy are the assign
ment of projects and problems to groups of pupils 
for cooperative solution and the socialized recita
tion whereby the class as a whole develops a sense 
of collective responsibility. Both of these devices 
give training In collective thinking. Moreover, 
the democratic organization and administration of 
the school Itself, as well as the cooperative 
relations of pupil and teacher, pupil and pupil,

_____and teacher and teacher, are indispensable*____________
1* Cardinal Principles of Secondary Education: A Report of

the Commissionoirthe Reorganization of Secondary 
Education of the National Education Association, U. S. 
Office of Education, Bulletin No. 35* 1918.



“While all subjects should contribute to good 
citizenship, the social studies— geography, history, 
civics, and economics— should have this as their 
dominant aim. Too frequently, however, does mere 
Information, conventional In value and remote In 
Its bearing, make up the content of the social 
studies. History should so treat the growth of in
stitutions that their present value any be appre^ 
dated. Geography should show the interdependence 
of men while It shows their common dependence m  
nature. Civics should concern itself less with 
constitutional questions and remote governmental 
fmetlcns, and should direct attention to social 
agencies close at hand and to the informal activities 
of dally life that regard and seek the common good. 
Suoh agencies as child-welfare organizations said 
consumers* leagues afford specific opportunities 
for the expression of civic qualities by the older 
pupils.

Meals and give Insight In 
Into personal character as
tims.
English on 
activities, social 
the part of the

it
to these

of a 
movements,

of
knowledge of 
md social

democracy and loyalty to them should be a prominent 
aim of civic education. The pupil should feel that 
he will be responsible. In cooperation with others, 
for keeping the Ration true to the best Inherited 
conceptions of democracy, and he should also realize 
that democracy itself Is an Ideal to be wrought out 
by his own and succeeding generations.

Civic education should consider other nations 
also. As a people we should try to understand 
their aspirations and Ideals that we may deal more 
sympathetically and Intelligently with the Immi
grant coming to our shores, and have & basis for 
a wiser and more sympathetic approach to inter
national problems. Our pupils should learn that 
each nation, at least potentially, has something 
of worth to contribute to civilisation and that 
humanity i 
tlon. This 
their achievements their limitations. Suoh a study

a study of specific nations, 
t and possibilities, not Ignoring 

Suoh a study of dissimilar



,contributions in the light of the Ideal of human 
brotherhood should help to establish a genuine inter
nationalism, free from sentimentality, founded on 
fact, and actually operative In the affairs of
natlonse*2

B. Genesis of the Problem and Need for This Study.
In the years succeeding the publication of the Cardinal 

Principles of Secondary Education much attention was given by 
educators to the problem of education for effective citizen
ship. In the main this attention took the fora of greater 
emphasis on Instruction In civics In the secondary schools.
Such courses today have found an important place In the 
secondary curriculum under the title of Civics or American 
Problems.

Yet, In view of the importance of education for effec
tive citizenship, all or most subjects In the curriculum 
should contribute to this aim. Civic education should permeate 
the whole program of the school. A particular subject field 
In which much could be accomplished Is the field of English.
It Is Interesting to note specific emphasis on English In the 
report of the Commission on the Reorganization of Secondary 
Education:

"The work in English should kindle social Ideals 
and give insight into social conditions and Into per
sonal character as related to these conditions."

>. Cardinal Principles of Secondary Education: A  Report or 
the Commission on the Reorganization of Secondary 
Education of the National Education Association, O.S. 
Office of Education, Bulletin No. 35* 1918, pp. 7-9* 

5* Ibid., p. 8.



Consideration of the role of the teacher of English la 
the program of civic education leads to the problem of this

0# The Problem of This Study.
The problem of this study, stated In the fewest possible 

words. Is to determine what some of the Important elements of 
good citizenship are, and then con struct unit assignments 
that, will enable the teacher of English to relate the class
room work to the proscribed elements of good citizenship.

The problem may be stated as follows:
1# T<hat are ten important elements of citizenship?
2, %hat has been accomplished to relate the 

teaching of English to these ten Important 
elements of citizenship?

3* Ghat further can be done to supplement, extend. 
Improve, or enliven what has been accomplished 
to relate the teaching of English to these, 
ten Important elements of citizenship?

D, Delimitation of the Problem.
The first problem will be Halted to ten Important elements 

of citizenship as determined,(1) by recourse to recognized 
authorities in the field, and (2) by the judgment of the 
writer of this thesis as to their suitability for presentation



will beAn evaluation of # m t  has been acconpllehea 
limited to a consideration of the teaching of citizenship la 
the English classes of the eighth grade of the Tucson Public 
School from 1956 to 1 9 #  as evidenced by textbook materials. 
Opinions of teachers and supervisors may be disregarded as 
too subjective and not reflective of the general practice.
Some excellent teachers will always teach citizenship, broadly 
defined, but the writer of this thesis Is seeking concrete, 
universally-used material as definite proof of attention to 
this field.

The third problem, which Is to determine what can be 
accomplished, will be Halted to the construction of ten 
teaching units to coincide with the ten important elements of 
citizenships

E, Plan of Procedure.
The first step will be to search for previous studies 

In the field of the present thesis. The second step will be 
to establish ten Important elements of citizenship. This 
will be done by consulting the research work, opinions, 
theories, and Ideas of:

1. Professional educators
2. national and state survey comtsslons
3. Commissions of the national Education 

Association
4. Commissions of the American Education



Fellowhlp (formerly the Progressive 
B8tt@atl@a Assoclatlcjn)

The selection of the ten elements will he based on 
weight of enyioritqr, frequency of emphasis, and suitability 
to the English classroom at the eighth-grade level.

After determination of the ten elements of citizenship, 
a search will be made for the appearance of these elements 
in the textual material used in eighth-grade English claeees 
in the Tucson Public Schools since 1936. These ten elements 
should be of such paramount Importance that it suet be * 
admittedly the province of all teachers in any subject field 
to plane seme emphasis upon them in the classroom? emphasis 
upon important objectives of education at all levels and in 
all subject fields is generally recognized as good Integrative 
pedagogy. If the ten elements of good citizenship are net 
found in the textual material,; or are found to be there but 
inadequately presented, the need for this study is confirmed, 
and the last step follows naturally.

This last step shall be to construct unit material that 
will implement the teaching of citizenship In the limited 
area specified. A consideration of the history and nature 
of the unit assignment will be attempted with the object of 
establishing the criteria of a good unit assignment and the 
elaboration of a model outline for a good unit assignment.
This model outline will be followed In the preparation of the



ten unit assignments at which the work of tills thesis Is 
pointed.

Upon completion of the ten unit assignments, the thesis 
will end with a summary of conclusions and suggestion® for 
further study.



REVIEW OF RELATED STUDIES

A. Theses Written In American Universities 
A thesis which touched on the field of the present thesis 

was completed at the University of Arizona In 1938*^ Written 
by Joan S. Reeves, It bears the title: Bringing Sodlo-
Polltloal Situations Into the Eighth-Grade Class, and sets 
up twenty-four citizenship dramatizations planned for the 
activity program In the Junior high school to interest the 
adolescent pupil# It is hoped that the dramatizations will 
stimulate desirable and emotionally satisfying reactions to 
life situations.

At the University of Oklahoma a study was completed In 
1933 by Eleanor Fry under the title English in the Progressive 
Junior High School.. The method of attack was to send a ques
tionnaire to forty-six progressive junior high schools In 
various states concerning progressive practices In English. 
This thesis reports the conclusion that

Further 
field of

to un< 
thesis.

any related
aaterlal

tlgated
1. » T g s S o c i o - P o l i t i c a l  Situations Into

2. Fry, Sleanor, * English In the Progressive Junior High
i f S ? ' " ksa er 8 k*8^8' an ve,,8lt'r of 0



1* University of Arizona Record-Abstracts 
of 3Msea* 1933-43.

2m Bibliography of Research Studies in Educa
tion, (1926-1940), United States Office of 
Education, United States Government Printing 
Office, Washington# D. C*, 1927-1941•

3* Abstracts of Dissertations, School of
Education, Her York University, 1930-1942.

4. Bulletins, V, S. Office of Education.
5* Bulletins, Hatlcmal Education Association 

of tiie United States.
5. Monographs, National Council of Teachers 

of English.
It was a disappointment that more related studies in 

the particular field of this thesis were not found. There 
are, of course, innumerable writings upon the general subject 
of citizenship education, and these will be utilized in 
Chapter III as authoritative pronouncements from which the 
tea elements of good citizenship will be determined.

In conclusion to this Chapter II, it may be said that 
there are practically no theses available to the writer which 
contribute adequate lesson plans, units, projects, or mater
ials on citizenship expressly designed to integrate with 
the work of the English class on the eighth-grade level. 
Acknowledgment is made that the dramatizations written by 
Joan S. Reeves at the University of Arizona in 1938 may have

3# Supra, p* 9*



CHAPTER III.
ELEMENTS OF GOOD CITIZENSHIP.

In the past ten years many hooka have been written on 
the Importance of citizenship. Surveys of education have 
been made which touch upon the saiae Important problem. In 
time of war Increased Interest usually developes In the prob
lem of the relation of the individual to the state. "When our 
institutions are challenged by an enemy, we tend to reflect 
upon and evaluate our civic Ideals. It Is natural that 
public thought along this line should bo directed toward the 
schools as an Institution invested by the state with the task 
of preserving and maintaining the welfare of the state. Educa
tional theorists are challenged to defend and formulate anew 
the objectives of education. The military challenge of the 
totalitarian nations, accompanied by their contempt for and 
derision of democracy as a fora of government, has given rise 
to much Intelligent defense of democracy and the elements of 
democratic citizenship. Prom this mass of up-to-date material 
the writer of this thesis may hope to gain a definite concep
tion of the important elements of citizenship which it Is a 
state obligation of the educational system to impart to the 
eacoBing generation.

a. Citizenship According to Professional Educators.
1. Thomas Jefferson Mahan

« In 1923 Mahan wrote a dissertation at Teachers College,



Columbia University, entitled An Analyalo of the Character
istics of Citizenship.^ His purpose was to determine ease 
of the duties, difficulties, and traits of citizenship end 
the extent to which the schools are new providing for the 
teaching of such duties, difficulties, and traits* His thesis 
was that such an analysis would be an Important source for 
obtaining data as to what the task of the school Is In citi
zenship training*

Mahan* s method of procedure was to use the questionnaire 
and interview technique, asking 350 high school Juniors and 
seniors, as well as 280 adult citizens, to define citizenship 
under the headings of duties, difficulties, and qualities*

In the opinion of the writer of this present thesis there 
la a defect In the whole conception of Mahan’s work which In
validates his findings* The sources of data were the opinions 
of average high school students and citizens. Such a sampling 
might be expected to give obvious, superficial, and hasty 
judgments as to what constitutes good citizenship* Such opin
ions, if setup as standards, would merely perpetuate the 
Statu# quo, the level of citizenship objectives remaining 
pedestrian and uninspired.

The following is a list of the duties, difficulties, and 
qualities of citizenship reported by Mahan.
1* Mahan,

Her York City, 1923,
Columbia University,



X. Duties
1* Render civic service:

A» Find tiiae for participation in civic
affairs* .B* Attend public meetings. •

G. Aid progressive enterprises*
B. Boost civic welfare and improvement.
S* Give time and money to civic betterment.
F. Make community better by having lived 

therein.
а. Connect oneself with Institutions 

existing for community welfare.
1* Serve on committees, boards, etc.

2. Vote
A. Vote intelligently.
B. Vote for candidates and issues, not 

parties.
0. Consider voting an honor rather than' 

a duty.
D. Have a well-defined opinion on 

candidates and Issues.
S. Try to place the beat man in office.
F. Don’t let others dictate the way 

you vote.
3* Be well informed.

A. Read daily papers and magazines.
Be Keep posted on questions of the day.б. Know what is going on In your own 

field of interest.
D. Read history of political parties.
E. Study party platforms.
F. Find out how those elected conduct 

themselves.
G. Attend public meetings in which 

questions of interest are discussed.
4. Obey laws.

A. Cheerfully obey all laws.
B. Obey laws when believed to be unjust.
C. Obey laws when not observed by others* 
D* Sever violate a law even though to do

so may harm no one or do no damage.
E. Observe traffic regulations.
F* Obey laws whether consistent with 

your own views or not.
5. Respect rights of others.

A. Put welfare of others first
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B* See other folio#*a viewpoint*
0. Use only your share of the highway*
B* Respect the religion and polities 

of othere*
E* Keep the. golden rule.
F. Rave a sense of justice for enemies*
&. Respect rights of one* a family.
H. Treat colleagues as one's peers.

6* Join civle organizations.
A. Chamher of Commerce.
B. Political Organizations.C. Rotary Cluh.
D. Service Clubs.
E. Red Cross.
E* t'oraen1 s Clubs.
O. Parent-Teacher organizations.
H. y.H.C*A*> PeC. A. t etc.

7. Promote education.
A. Support schools.
B. Give time and money to aid education.
0. Encourage educational progress and
B. fake part in school affairs.
E. Educate self and children*

8. Respect property rights.
A* Protect private and public property.
B. Avoid damaging public property.
C. Report Individuals- who damage 

property of others.
D. Remove nails, glass, etc., from 

streets*
9. Support churches*

A. Take active part in church work.
B. Attend church.
C* Give tine and money to church*
D. Take Interest In religious affairs.

10* Vote for best candidate.
A. Disregard party affiliations.
B. Vote for these best qualified.
C. Vote for those who will work for 

best Interests of voters.
D. Hon-partlsan.
E. Support honest candidates.



IX. Difficulties.
1. Lack of reliable Information.

A. nnrellable press.
Be Biased opinions.
Ce Propaganda.D. ImpooeiMlity of getting unbiased 

Information about public questions.
E. Acceptance of other felloe's opin

ion without Investigation.
P. Misrepresentation#.
#*. Facta colored by press.

2. Merits of candidates.
A. Their qualities, pro and con.
B» Difficulty In learning merits of 

largo number.
0# State and national candidates.
D. IMeflnite information.
E. Their true charnctero.

3* Indifference.
A. Apathy torard both personal and 

public affairs.
B. Attitude of 'Shat*s the uao-M
0. Indifference of those v?ho havo ability. 
D. Indifference of the average citizen 

toward community welfare.
F. Indifference because of graft and 

dishonesty In politics.
#«• "Don*t care," attitude

things of interest to community*
B. Lack of tins to study candidates and 

■ issues.'
C. Lack of time to attend civic meetings.
D. Lack of time to devote to civic work.
E. High cost of living demands all of 

one's tine to earn a living.
5* Corrupt politics.

A. Corrupt politicians.
8. Craft.
0. Political bosses.

. D. Honey control.
E. Hone exempt from "muck-rake.H
F. Hopelessness resulting from know

ledge of conditions In politics.
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6* Influence nnd unreliability of the press.
A. Support of unworthy candidates by 

the press*
B. Ccmerclallzed propaganda*
0. Playing polities*
B* Control by gang politicians*
E# Crlne monopolizes space*
F* False reports and unreliable infor

mation*
7* Understanding issues*

A. Issues so Involved as to obscure 
meaning*

B, Present party system makes clear-cut 
Issues Impossible*

Cm Lengthy issues.
8. Selfishness.

A* Domination of personal interests.
B. Exploiting of public for personal 

gala by Influential people*
C. Unwillingness to sacrifice personal 

Interests*
TV Attempting to influence legislature 

when personal interests are involved*
9* One's own disposition and limitations*

A. Physical and mental limitations.
B. Lack of sociability*
0. Poor judgment.
D. Inability to appear before public*
E* La-ek of self-confidence# self-control, 

nerve, etc.
F. tendency to procrastinate.

10* Obsolete and unnecessary laws.A* Foolish laws— very low-speed limits, 
etc.

B* Insignificant laws which accomplish 
no purpose.

Ill* Qualities.
1* Honesty.

A* Honesty of purpose.
B. In business dealings.
0* In thinking*
D* In paying taxes.
E. In desire to do right*

a. Cooperation*
Am i7lJLJ*in($u9uu i#o cuopurauei



Be As opposod.'to self-interest.
C. Capacity to eoopermte*
Be Social cooperation.
le In supporting north? causes.

3* .Unselfishness.
A. Ability to give and take,
B. See good qualities In others.
CU Altruistic.
D. In regard to rights of etMr»*
E. T/lth self as well as with ono*s
• resouroee# ' ■

4. IMustHr.
A. Hard worker.
B. Staying with Job.

5. Obedience to law.
A. Obedient to all laws— just

unjust.
Willing obedience.B.

6. Loyalty.
A. Connunity.1. To self and others.
C. To ideals.
I). To principles.
E. Conscientious attitude.

7. Thrift. -
Am Saving.
B. Economical.
e. Living olth an8*s means.

8. Tblm'amoe.
A. Respect for opinion of others.

9* Public spirit.
A. Interest in coummity.
B. welfare of ccsmsimlty at heart.0. Wllllzigaesa to give time, money*

and ability to community.
10. Religion.

A. Affiliated 'd.th religious organlzatlms.
B. Affiliated >lth 6 m o  church.

■ m s s
C^ Christ lan. g 

ihesnao Jefferson.
of citizenship. i  m s p & M tleaders College Contributions to 

Teachers College, Columbia TTnlvorsity,* 1928, pp.
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This fractionated citizenship of Mahan 7?ill /bo holpful 
in arriving at the objective ©f the second half of this 
chapter, namely to determine tiie ten Important elements of 
citizenship. ‘Bie following pages give the views of other

t
professional eduoators who have formulated opinions or 
objective data on this problem.

2. John He Brewer
Brower, Associate Professor of Education, Harvard Univ

ersity, made ml analysis of citizenship In 1937* Ho concluded 
that there are a nmaber of activities which characterize 
the good citizen and that civic technical knowledge should 
be taught to explain the method for carrying on these activi
ties; and further that in order to justify and reinforce these 
activities. Ideals, wisdom, or morale in civic raattora must 
bo taught* thus Brewer llcts eighteen skilled activities 
needed for citizenship, eighteen corresponding knowledge . 
techniques, and eighteen corresponding phases of wisdom*
The following table reproduced from Education as Guidance
will illustrate this clearly._3 . '

3., Brewer, John II.. Education as Guidgnco, liaoMlllan Company* 
Hew York, 1937, pp. 225 ff•



BREWER'S SKILLED ACTIVITIES NEEDED FOE CITIZENSHIP 
(Read Corresponding Numbers Horizontally)

!• Discussing important issues in eoiaael citizenship and outside 
government.

2. Ai^uing, disagreeing, agreeing, and omproBising on important 
civic questions» with due regard to the right, and. with 
tolerance for differing opinions.

3. Serving on committees! conferring, formulating plane,
drawing up reports. „
Cooperating with other citizens and with officers for the safety 
and proper care of life and property* and for the execution of 
laws.

5. Contributing to good citizenship and public welfare by doing 
more than one’s share towards cleanliness, order, and safety, 
and reporting dangers, abuses, and infractions,

6. Acquiescing in the will of the majority, while preserving 
minority rights.

7. Obeying laws and rules.

8. Complying with traffic and other regulations.
9. Using correctly schools, parks, streets, public buildings, etc.

!§• Making lawsi practicing the process of Initiating, formulating, 
studying, debating, and enacting them.

11. Choosing agents and officers* the process of nominating, consid
ering selecting, and supporting them, and holding them responsible.

12. Voting, in each of several ways.
13. Using the elements of parliamentary law, through practice on 

citizenship questions.
14. Acting as executive officer: president, secretary, treasurer,

auditor, etc.
15. Leading and following.

16. Protesting, objecting, and opposing when necessary.
17. Practicing correct civic action in one's relationships with govern

ment agents, policemen, aliens, delinquents. Incompetents, neigh
bors, business associates, and all others with whom one comes
Into contact*

18. As an adult, voting, holding office, jury service, military service 
paying taxes, obeying laws and rules, supporting good causes.

b r e w e r’s technical

** *8,8U9S: ■reading

LEDGE NEEDED FOR CITIZENSHIP 
rs Horizontally)

facing newspapers critically, judging caa-
______ and literature; conferring with fellow citizens;obtaining facts on parties, laws, candidates, and public ques

tions; using historical data; considering probable future effects of alternative decisions.
2. Knowledge of the methods one should use in each of these skill#! the principles of doing each correctly.

- . ' 'i -
3. Technique of committee work. :

!
4. Methods of such cooperation. \

• __ ;. •
5. Methods of each of these. ^

6. (No technical knowledge for this)

7* Learning about the laws and how to obey them.

8. Learning the traffic and other regulations.
:9* How they should be used. ;

. ■ i
10. The processes by which laws are made. ;

i
11. How all these things are done. ;

;

!12. leeimlcal knowledge of the various methods of voting.
13- Parliamentary law.

14. Knowledge of duties of each. :

15. How to do each: the principles of initiative and cooperating.

16. How to do these things gracefully and effectively.
17. Learning what to do in carrying out.these relationships, and appropriate methods to use. . j

■ ■ ■ ■  ' - I
18. Understanding how to do.all these things.

1. Social and ethical

2. The value of learning each skill, the wisdom back of 
method used, and the results to be accomplished.

3* Weed for and value of committees.

4. Value of such cooperation.

5. Needs and value for each.

6. Why majority rule la important and necessary.

7* Why each Important law is needed, and the value to laws.
8. Reasons behind these rules.
9* Reasons for protecting and using rightly all public property.
10. Value and reasons for these processes.

11. Why these things need to be done, and the reasons for themethods.
12. Usefulness and importance ef each.
13. Importance and value of it.

14. Value, need, and importance of each.

15* Why one should learn both: the value to oneself and tosociety.
16. Values and needs for doing and for the methods.
17. Values of such correct civic action, and of the

18. Patriotism and high ideals about city, state, and nation, and love of mankind.



3* Charles Herc'iasv
Merrlan, professor of political science in the Unlvei** 

oity of Chicago, has been an authority on citisonship for Bum; 
years• Hia volume, Hie 'Taking of Citizens  ̂copyrighted 1931*I
reprinted in 1935* voices the thought that there is a baaic

. \ ; . : ' .

need for a more careful analysis of the objectives of 
education#

"Yihat is tho content of civic training? VfhaV 
is it designed, to produce in the way of attitudes, 
dispositions, forms of reaction to stimulus, types 
of political behavior; (1) from the- point of view 
of; political behavior in the broad sense of the 
tern; (2) from the point of view of tho special 
political order under which he lives, ouoh as mon
archy or democracy; or (3) from tho point of view 
of the special state group of which ho Is a part, • . 
as the German, or the English?

"Obviously, these qualities, traits, or dispo
sitions differ somewhat in various periods and 
systems and are an Integral part of tho social 
values and standard of the group* Hie basic traits, 
however, are not do widely disparate as might be 
supposed and run through m e  gamut of types of 
political society from the primitive to the most 
modern* They arc pertly tho common aspects of 
what might he called gregariouanoss or social liv
ing, and partly the special adaptations necessary 
for purposes of the political community*

*lhe proverbs of every land are filled with 
allusions to the characteristics of the good and
the bad citizen# Tho traitor and the patriot a m  
depicted In all languages, literature, and loro; 
and obedience and disobedience in various forms 
arc everywhere celebrated as indispensable quali
ties of citizens. Renpeot for officials end for 
laws is universally inculcated, with some reserva
tions. Competence, diligence, and honesty on the 
part of the official class arc also everywhere 
encouraged by the general run of the common sayo 
and teachings* Love of liberty appears In more 
recent types*



"Bu% there la lacking a keen an! critical 
analysis of the traits, dispositions, attitudes, v. 
mnd drives, vliich are sought in tile citizen cither 
in a special Instance or generally. And in place 
of this there often appears a very hazy .and vague 
enumeration of *virtuea* of all sorts hastily 
throwi together under the general description of 
citizenship. The large number and vride dispersion 
of these traits indicate the lack of sharp thinking 
upon this Important and central question, funds* 
mental to the uhole problem of civic education*, 
and the more carefully this lack of clear-cut objec
tives is examined the more it appears symptomatic 
of tlie failure of much civic training.*'^

"The formal training system is confronted 
with many grave problems In the technical field 
of civic education. Among these basic questions 
are the closer analysis of the objectivea of civic 
instruction, the most appropriate levels of educa
tion, the training and equipment of teachers, the 
content of courses, and, above all, the closer 
study of the nature of the political process in 
the juvenile and youth periods. Itself closely 
related to the larger problem of political interest, 
drives, and controls, in the larger sense.”v 5

Wiley, Associate Ceemlesloner of Education, State Depart
ment of Education, Albany, Her York, wrote a book published 
in 1940 which contains several paragraphs on citizenship.
He makes no attempt to analyze citizenship incisively, but 
refers to it in terms of attitudes and habits.

"....citizenship becomes a reality only as 
each member of the group develops those attitudes 
and habits which insu™ 1 fV,° c A i r o r w r m A - M

4. George M. Wiley.

4. Herrlam, Charles Edward
sity of Chicago Pres

5. Ibid., p.335.
6* Wiley, George M., Jr., 

Macmillan Company, ii



h2co nuch of the citizen education that la 
found today has been formal end static In char
acter , doallng: rith the machinery of government.
Wiley goes further to list as elements of citizenship:

(1) generous and tolerant attitude temard others, (2) keen
sense of mutual cooperative responsibility* (3) respect
and consideration for ono*a neighbor

5» Harold Spears*
Spears, Principal, Highland Park High School of High

land Park, Illinois, is a strong advocate of student self- 
government in the high school* His recent volume Sec
Educat ion In American Life touches upon the characteristics
of good citizenship* Elements which he brings out clearly 
. ,: 'may be found in the following quotations.

"Fair play, sportsmanship, unoeiflahness, and 
the ability to see the other fellow's point of 
view are fundamental to oroper social action,*."9

"..•training in group living and co-operative 
effort as a leading Instructional goal,...*,,̂ 0

"Is the traditional pattern so fixed that 
subjects can never become secondary to the mere 
Important matter of how to manage oneself and to 
live and work with other people?.......training
in living with others,.*.

"A school that recognizes democratic citizen
ship as a way of living will went to make room for > 
such democratic procedures as free speech, free1 cress, the rirdit of discussion and criticIsn. the

7. Wiley, Qeorao a** Jr*. Redirection ofSecondary Education, 
Macmillan Company, flow York, 1940, p.

a; m d ; ,  P. 41.
9. Spears, Harold, Secondary Education in American Life,.

American Book Company, Hew York, 1941, p. 199.10. ibid., p. 199.
11* Ibid*, p* 200*



rule of tho aajorlty, the right of the minority to 
assemble and to attempt to become the majority, 
and the delegation of authority."^

6* william E.- Mosher* ,
In the year 1941 appeared a heavy volume of aome 900 

pages written by 7,1111am E. Mosher and other members of the 
Maxwell Graduate School of Citizenship and Public Affairs* 
Syracuse University. This volume, entitled Introduction to 
Responsible CItlzenahlo« classifies as duties and activities 
of citizenship: ; , . . . ■ ; -•

(1) Tho cultivation of intelligence and tolerance
(2) The development of "proper* institutional 

.... ' attitudes*
. . • -

(3) Uorklng with a regular political party
(4) Promotion of particular Interests in which the 

Individual citizen la interested
(5) Contribution to civic discussion
(6) Development of leadership to be able to con

tribute to civic action*
The theme, In short, is that responsible citizenship can only 
be Judged by acts or activity in the political sphere.,_zp

7- William G* Carr.
Carr, Secretary of the national Policies Commission, 

Hatlonal Education Association, brings out the importance of
12.Spears, Harold
, American 13«Moaher, William E, et al., Introduction to Responsible

Holt and Company, New York, 1941*|M||ena|lo, Henry



length from a unit on organisation used in the Cleveland
Public Schools. Carr's views on learning democratic technique
in the classroom are expressed in these words:

"It is fitting, therefore, that the American 
school should be a place where, in a democratic 
atmosphere, boys and girls can learn to work 
together for the common good without expectation
coses from service to a cause greater than one
self. Such learning will not be accomplished 
quickly or easily. It must cose through a long
proueBB 01 graauaj. Dtiv oona&an* growui*

"The first steps In this process are found 
in relatively simple experiences of cooperation 
in class, club, or play group. The last steps 
will be reached when young people envision the 
possibilities of a better nation and a better 
world, and commit themselves wholeheartedly and 
intelligently to doing their own share in making 
their visions into reality.

8. Elmer H. Wilde
In 1942

by Wilds. This is a college textbook on the history of educa
tion and gives some thought to citizenship.

Wilds' review of the changes that have taken place la 
educational thinking and practice during the past four hun
dred years includes discussion of a change from civic educa
tion that
pares the pupil to 
ment of the nation. 
l4. Carr, William G.,

* to one
te intelligently In the 

Wilde also brings out the idea of the
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' 4 * .

advanced beat by Intelligent cooperation with other nations, 
la his own words:

"The curriculum content has changed from 
a subject matter that makes loyal> contented, 
and efficient citizens, to one that prepares 
Intelligent, critical, and cooperative citizens."

15We want not only activity of the mind 
but emotional, mental, and social activity.

9. Charles C. Peters.
Peters, Professor of Education and Director of Educa

tional Research at Pennsylvania State College, has long been 
interested in socialized education. His volume, Curriculum

educating as practicing life activities rather than learning 
academic subject matter..." There Is given in this book■if
an excellent "blueprint of an optimum citizen.*1Q The
elements of this optimum citizen are:

I* The efficient citizen Should be prepared 
to maintain a proper perspective as to 
his place in organized life.

a. The efficient citizen should be able to

3. The efficient citizen should be able to 
fulfill effectively his Juridical

15. Wilds. Elmer H.. Foundations of Modern SduoationT
16. ibit?? pp'sfiir1’ ei' °p • 9 * p* 1-

Preface, P. v.
13. Ibid., pp. 303-324.



4#  The efficient citizen should be able to 
utilize effectively the governmental 
agencies.

5* The efficient citizen should embody In 
his viewpoint, and In his conduct, the 
Implications of democracy.

6. The efficient citizen should conserve the 
wealth of society, both material and 
spiritual, and increase this wealth as 
much as practicable.

7* The efficient citizen should be disposed

10. 
Another vol which yields something on the qualities

the staff of the Stanford Language Arts Investigation. This 
book, published In 1943, records the results of the coopera
tive effort of 151 teachers and administrators and 10,000
students in 29 secondary schools.

In planning and evaluating Instruction In 
language, human values and the present as well as 
the future effect upon the lives of those concerned 
shall be central and decisive. To these ends we 
are concerned with both Individual and group effec
tiveness In thinking and power In participation.*19

In all literature programs the first respon
sibility is to construct an understanding of contem
porary life so that young people will be sensitive 
to the problems that challenge the attention of 
Intelligent men and women of their day and accept
responsibility for their solution.' ! 20 ,

19. Roberts, Holland D. Tera," ml'tar V. . K.f

20. Ibid., p.

'vi ua, noxxanai v., oauxioz-#, waiter v., ixeiauver,
Grayson H., English for Social Living. McGraw-Hill 

14*



"Haj or emphasis should he given to the devel
opment of a creative Americanlea. The conscious - 
purpose is to understand and appreciate American 
civilisation*. • 21

B* national and State Surveys
1* national Survey of Secondary Education 

In 1932 the federal government provided £225,000 for a 
survey of secondary education. In the letter of transmittal 
written by William John Cooper, Commlasioner, IT. S. Office
of Education, appear the following aentenoesi

"I believe, however, that the people of the 
United Statee are now getting a new conception of 
education* They are coming to look on education 
as preparation for citizenship and for dally life 
rather than for the money return which cornea from
“ •"aa
In spite of this opinion, the twenty-eight monographs

which constitute this national survey gave no evaluation of
the purposes or accomplishments of education for citizenship 
in the public secondary schools. Monograph 20 of the series
which Is entitled Instruction in English, gives the purpose 
of this division of the survey:

' *?tg»PQ»s and procedure.-— The task of survey
ing outstanding practice In the teaching of English 
in secondary schools today la at onoe challenging 
and formidable. The purpose of the Investigation, 
to present an accurate picture of general trends 
and suggestive innovations which will be of help 
to teachers and curriculum makers throughout the 
country,.....

21. Op. Clt. , p. 13. ' .' r " ' " ' "" ' "1"r '  ; 1'22*  U. 3. Office of Education, Bulletin 1932, No. 17,Monograph No. 1, National Survey of Secondary Education. United States Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C., 1934, p. vii.
23* Ibid*, Monograph 20, p. 1.



tlon aafl oonfi
outstanding junior and senior high schools* The only atten
tion given to the objectives of English instruction appears

a definite 
1 tool sub

“Analysis of c
tendency to look upon English 
Its primary object being _ _
for the expressions! activities of everyday life.* ^

object
girls

“Foremost among the alas of literature teach
ing today Is breadth of understanding and Interests 
through vicarious experience In reading. Hext In 
Importance is the development of the desire and 
standards of evaluation to continue reading under 
one's own direction**^

It is clear that the subject of citizenship was not oonsld-

A careful perusal of Monograph 21 devoted to the social 
studies likewise failed to reveal any mention of citizenship. 
This was surprising in view of the fact that social science 
is the subject that should contribute most to training for 
citizenship.

In conclusion» it is apparent that the national Survey

schools.
24. Op. oit*, p."85*
25. Ibid.e p. 96.



2*

the subject of cltlzonahlp than, the national Survey of 
Seconder? Education ras the Inquiry Into the Character and

State of Her York* It developed nany Illuminating conclu
sions about the citizenship outcome of the public school 
system of the State of Her York. It la Interesting to learn 
that the Regonta Inolotcd upon an unbiased audit and main
tained a policy of ncn-lntorforenoe; In fact, they specified 
that the educational specialists for the survey staff be 
dram primarily f r m  outside of the state. ' She report as a

The Regents* Inquiry concluded that the educational 
system of the State of lev York had failed to meet the noodo 
of the rising generation and of the times* Six deep under
lying causes were formulated as responsible for the Short- 
emlngs* The third of these causes Is stated ass

9e Hie school program doc-o not sufficiently 
recognise the increased difficulties of becoming 
and of being a good citizen.*

Education for^/mcrlcon Life, ItcG-rar-Hlll Book Company, 
2T* Op. olt.$ p. 5*



in& In the schools 
Inquiry (Howard Wilson, Educatl 
Agents * inquiry) shows that 
school In tell
is now seriously neglected, 
finish or drop out of high a without an 

, or Interest in
the underlying economic, 
mental public questions, 
serious If it did not appear that youth 
the-less, quite completely equipped by the end of 
high school with prejudices on these very problems# 
On economic questions, perhaps too many of our youth

that every problem is to beare Inclined to think that every

boiled and Inadequately prepared to do what Is 
required to preserve either# le have not cultivated
in then any antidote for the growing tendance to 
'let George do it,* and for the attitude that 
1 anything you can get away with* Is a satisfactory 
standard of civic behavior# This attitude would 
never have given us self-government or the Gonsti- 

u'*tutlon n23
"Eighty per cent of American youth finish 

their formal education with the secondary 
By the time they leave 
tion for understanding
a rational method of approach toward the solution 
of public questions, and a live faith In the Ideals 
and processes of democracy# There are high schools 
in the State of Hew York which have made a fine 
beginning at this task. Therefore, we are not 
setting up an unattainable goal when we insist 
that this kind of civic education should be among 
the educational objectives of eveiy high school#1*

"Above all else. Hew York wants its schools to 
build character. It wants the rising generation 
to be honest, generous, courageous, friendly, and 
considerate, to believe in and have the habit of 
working hard, and to be accurate and responsible. 
He, in this State, want youth to learn how to work 
with others toward these

Clt., p. tiOe
Ibid., pp. 25-26



suffering, and prepared to aot Intelligently and 
unselfishly for the good of others. We want youth 
to believe In democracy and to know how to aot In 
a system of society In which-the common m m  par
ticipates In determining the course of events, not 
through physical force, but through free discussion, 
eonpremise, the rule of law, the loyal acceptance 
of group decisions, and the exercise of the contin
uous right and duty of free criticism* We want 
youth to find and give happiness In the Intimate 
relationships of life, to be cheerful but not inac
tive in adversity, temperate and healthful in life, 
inventive In disposition, and Increasingly capable 
of finding rational solutions to problems as they : 
arise. We want the rising generation to grow up 
Into men and women who, of their own volition, will, 
budget their time and their-lives Intelligently 
and effectively between their work, their rest, 
their recreation, their growth, their Intimate 
friends and family, their civic responsibilities, 
their artistic Interests, and their spiritual life.* 

:Spaulding reported:
"Collectively, the leaving pupils constitute 

a group schooled in academic facts, recognizing 
their rights as free citizens in & free country, 
but unconcerned about clvlo responsibility, and 
not awake even to the immediate and local problems 
and Issues which will shortly confront them as 
citizens, taxpayers, and voters."^
Another quotation by Eckert and Marshall echoes the

conclusion:

most likely to render the recommended pupils un
usually constructive members of the adult social 
group Is the knowledge of the formal duties of

th&t
than four-fifths of all endor

, specified for
This optimism of teachers Is astonishing, for

itSviobjective examinations revealed no 
of civic facts and relationships on the 
the pupils. Sound Informational control 
far higher in the judgment of the school la

51. Spatildln^,PFrancla^T*, High School and Llfe^Begenta*



does a sense of personal responsibility or social 
concern. This lack of ©aphasia by the school on 
attltadInal outcomes corresponds exactly to the 
situation revealed by objective tests. Personal 
traits vhlch make It possible for the pupil to 
’get along well1 with others usually hold second 
rank, followed closely* among the graduates, by . 
general Intelligence and a desire to fulfill th@ 
foraal duties of citizenship.1*1
In expressing the meaning of citizenship, Spaulding,'

; . *who directed the study of high schools for the Regents’
Inquiry has this to say:

"The citizenship which the welfare of a deao^ 
cratlo state requires is only partly expressed In 
the activities of voting,- paying taxes, end obser
ving the law* Wether citizens do vote and pay 
their taxes and'obey the law is* to be sure* of no’ 
little Importance* Present laxity in these matters 
among adult citizens has occasioned commend by 
numerous students of government* Hence one basis 
for judging the readiness for citizenship of boys 
and girls who are about to become citizens ought 
to be the degree of conscience which these boys’ 
and girls show toward the formal duties of the 
citizen*

“But beyond those formal duties lie any num
ber of informal activities hardly less significant 
to the social health of the State— activltlss 
Involved In getting along with family, neighbors* 
and associatesi the day-by-day relationships in 
which ethics and morals ploy a part, the normal 
give-and-take through which the individual partici
pates in the numerous social groups to which he 
belongs* In a society in which freedom rather than 
regimentation Is to be the rule. It is important 
that the citizen govern himself In these relation
ships according to decent standards of honesty.and 
fairness. Any criterion of good citizenship on 
the part of the Individual ought therefore to take 
Bceoont of such relationships as well aa of the 
citizen’s formal responsibilities to government.



and comfort, with the new knowledge that has to he 
taken Into account In dealing with social problems, 
the citizen who acts Ignorantly or blindly, even 
with the beat Intentions, nay be almost as poor a 
citizen as the one who makes no attempt to live tm . 
to his obligations* How realistically and sensibly 
a citizen does his duty is as Important in a demo
crat to state as whether he does It at all. The social 
knowledge of the Individual and his intelligent aware
ness of social problems are factors which cannot be 
overlooked In appraising his citizenship* 53

of the Regents1 Inquiry, gave 
to call attention 
English. One paragraph emphasizes several qualities that may 
be conceived of as Important to citizenship*

11A modem program In English, therefore, alms 
to develop within the school the kind of environ
ment and the kind of activity which give Impulse 
and direction to a rich program In language* It 
organizes the work of the school around broad, 
well-Integrated units of Instruction or activities 
sufficiently social in nature to bring into play 
all the basic expeesslonal experiences of normal 
life outside the school. In sueh a situation the 
pupil Is challenged to use to the utmost his powers 
of self-direction and of cooperative effort, both 
for the enrichment of hie 
for the development of a

_ J, et-tuiGAB A*,
Inquiry into the 
tion in the

rk, 1933, pp* 16-17* 
’-LeoInquiry

Public Education In the State of Hew York, I 
Publishing Co., New York, 1939, PP* 351-352.

34.



The Regents* Inquiry was reviewed by David Segel, Educa
tional Consultant, United States Office of Education, In a 
IlSimM, Suryei!

“Among the most significant findings of the 
Hew fork survey are those concerned with the rela
tion of schooling with adjustment In vocational 
life and adjustment to our civic life**3D

“With regard to the second type of relation
ship, l.e*, the relation of schooling is adjustment 
to civic life, it was found that pupils In high 
school are not well Informed on International 
affairs, on basic trends In industrial life and 
governmental theory and structure, or on knowledge 
of current affairs* Also, on a test of Information 
about their own local communities pupils generally 
were found to be ignorant or misinformed* Pupils 
were found to be reluctant to assume responsibil
ities for group welfare and Individual initiative 
In group action* It was also established that the 
activities in the civic sphere In which pupils who 
had left school engage, their Interests, hobbies, 
or their relations with friends and associates 
bear no relation to the curricula they have pursued 
in high school, This Is a rather startling finding 
but It Is supported by the most comprehensive set 
of data gathered on the subject* The St* Louis 
survey also had some data m  this problem which 
pointed to the same conclusion,

11 The recommendations for overcoming deficiencies 
in civic knowledge and attitudes were classified 
by the Hew York Survey Staff under three headings*
First is the responsibility of the teacher. Among 
the most significant of these recommendations are 
the following:

2, Ability at developing challenging discus
sion, giving Illuminating explanations, and guiding 
well-focused pupil activities should be sought as 
the marks of good teaching* Dependence upon mech
anical routine or on devices is to be avoided*

udloo

Significance, Vol. I, Chapter X, U,S. Office of Educa
tion, U.S. Government Printing Office, 1941, p. 14*



much greater efforts to participate freely in the 
normal adult life of their communities, especially 
in connection with economic and politic matters 
wherever possible**_*

marlzed as proving as conclusively as objective tests can, 
that the schools have trained our oncoming citizenry in 
academic facts and mechanisms of government, failing to attain 
sttltudtnal outcomes- Teachers have been satisfied with 
sound Informational knowledge on the part of their pupils, 
and less concerned with inducing them to develop a sense of 
responsibility for group welfare and a disposition to take 
the Initiative In group action*

0* Commissions of the Hatlonal Education Association 
1* Educational Policies Commission 

The well-known and aggressive Hatlonal Education Asso
ciation has done work on the problem of citizenship that Is 
worthy of strong praise. In 1941 the Educational Policies 
Commission of the Hatlonal Education Association femulated 
the characteristics of the democratic pattern of life In the 
following terms$ '

’‘l. Respect for the dignity and worth of the indiv
idual human personality*
Open opportunity for the individual*

5- Free discussion; freedom of speech; freedom 
6. Cnivera^educatlon.



8. minority} the honest ballot.
Justice for the common man; trial by jury; 
arbitration of disputes; orderly legal 
processes; freedom from search and seizure; 
right to petition.

9. Freedom of religion*
10. Respect for the rights of private property.
11. The practice of the fundamental social virtues.
12* The responsibility of the individual to

participate In the duties of democracy.^
Prior to this statement of 1941, the Educational Policies 

Commission had formulated the following objectives of civic 
responsibility $

1. Social Justice. She educated citizen is sensitive 
to the disparities of human circumstance.

2. Social Activity. The educated citizen acts to

3# Social Understanding. The educated citizen seeks 
to understand social structures and social 
processes.

4. Critical Judgment. The educated citizen has 
defenses against propaganda.

5* Tolerance. The educated citizen respects honest 
differences of opinion.

6. Conservation. The educated citizen has a regard 
for the nation1s resources*

7+ Social Applications of Science. The educated 
citizen measures scientific advance by its 
contribution to the general welfare*

8. World Citizenship. The educated citizen la a

9* Law Observance. The educated citizen respects

Association of the United States, __
Rational Education Assoc:
, PP*
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10. Economic Literacy. Bie eauoateS citizen Is 
econoaleally literate.

11. Political Citizenship. The educated citizen 
accepts his civic duties.

12. Devotion to Democracy. The educated citizen 
acts upon an unswerving loyalty to democratic 
ideals.^

Rational Association of Secondary School Principals.
A recent contribution to thought on the problems of

tlon Association:
"The capacity to participate effectively in 

the political life of the community and nation Is 
another characteristic that is not likely to be 
acquired by accident# Young adults who have this 
capacity have usually acquired it through a combina
tion of Individual effort and the efforts of agencies 
designed to serve them.

"The distinguishing quality of democracy is 
found In its insistence on both the spiritual and 
practical Importance of the individual. Ideally, 
the voice of the people is■the voice of law. Denoc-
flnd expression at the polls. It works effectively 
when the majority of the voices uphold practices 
and policies that contribute to the community and 
the nation’s welfare. The problem then la one of 
cultivating a general appreciation of the importance 
of Individual participation and of providing Indiv
iduals with the factual information upon which wise 
decisions must be based.w^

Wasfilngton™ ']̂ '"§°7"i933' p. 108.
U Rational Association of Secondary-Si

Rational Council for the Social Studies of



The progressive education Bovenent stresses the develop
ment of n sense of responsibility ao the basis of good citizen
ship and the satisfying identification of the individual with 
a larger social group. The following quotation will make this 
clear:

"Similarly with the adolescent’c needs for an 
always keener appreciative identification with the 
common aims of a wider group and for an increasing
sense of social responsibility.... he must come to
take the common good of some wider group as his o m  
.....That all must be helped to move in this direc
tion as they mature la an inescapable demand of 
democracy

•Thus typically, and at the very least, two 
needs in the social-civic area may bo singled out 
for discussion; (X) the need for responsible partici
pation in socially significant activities, and (2) 
the need for social recognition.".

"The Importance of social organisation and 
the needs of the adolescent together focus major 
attention upon the problem of leadership. The 
success of social organization is determined by 
the creative and cooperative ability of the members 
of the group and by the democracy, unselfishness, 
and effectiveness of those chosen to assume leader
ship and to act as representatives. The needs of 
the adolescent for social participation and for 
recognition of his orm worth stimulate intense In
terest in leadership: in his relationships with
his own and the opposite sex he desires to prove 
his worth by the ability to lead in various situa
tions and to 
leaders. But

iiho will
in our rapidly changing. interdepen-__________ velo:

Commission on Sec<et ELL* ,
Progressive Education Association,B. Appl

* »Curriculum,
Reorganlzlng:^Seoondar}/ Education.

41. Commission on Secondary School Curriculum, Progressive 
Education Association,Educationa D. Delation, The^Social Studies in Conegal



the ability to Xea<t and the wise choice of leaders 
become increasingly difficult* As social life 
grows more complex, the area appropriate for direct 
decision narrows and greater reliance must be placed 
on trained experts- Hence, there is an increasing 
necessity for training in the use of intelligence 
in the selection of leaders.

"Democracy Involves these Irreducible elements: 
Cl) respect for the individual as of unique worth 
and as possession potentialities to which no abso
lute limits may be assigned....; (2) acceptance of 
the fact that wo are all inescapably related to, 
and affected by. other individuals— that man is a 
social animal; (3) and a belief In reasonable 
procedures as the only proper and workable way of 
getting along together, resolving Internal difficul
ties, and promoting the general welfare."^

"Adolescents in social studies classes should, 
therefore, have opportunities for both selecting 
and being leaders In various types of social-civic 
enterprises* There has been in the school too 
great a tendency for the same individual to assume 
leadership in all situations."^

"The task of helping the adolescent to grow 
up into a capable and understanding adult is not
eaqy.

"The Committee believes that that task can 
be beat performed in the United States only when 
learning is guided by fundamental principles and Values which underlie the American social ideal—  
the principles and values of democracy. These 
values are the foundation stones of the faith of 
the Committee as they are the foundation stones 
of the American scheme of llfe."^

"Democracy respects the individual and depends 
upon the belief that through the expression of 
his unique powers progress is to be achieved."^

42*"Comission of Secondary School Curriculum, Progressive
Education Association, The Social Studies in General^
p. 177. * D* Ap9ldt0a G6ntUry Vvapany' i'c” 1940*

43* Ibid., p. 183 * 
44, Ibid., p. 177. 
% *  Ibid., p. 333- 
46* Ibid,, p. 239*



E. Ten Important Elements of Citizenship 
An analysis of all these expresslone of opinion as to 

That constitutes good citizenship, reveals certain basic 
factors which can be assembled into ten classes*

The most basic need of a good citizen is education, as 
evidenced by the findings of Mahan, Wilds, the Regents*
Inquiry, and the national Education Association.

The second great need of good citizens is as appreciation 
of the blessings and benefits of the American way of life as 
contrasted with life under such a form of government as a 
dictatorship. This theme la repeated in the analyses of 
Roberta, the Regents1 Inquiry, the national Education Asso
ciation, and the American Education Fellowship#

The third element basic to an optimum citizen is one 
which gives us the central concept of democracy, namely, the 
dignity and worth of the Individual. Belief In Individual 
worth inspired the founders of the American nation. It 1# 
emphasized by Brewer, wtloy, the National Education Associa
tion, and the American Education Fellowship#

Fourthly, we come to the Idea of the need for a citizen 
who la characterized by a healthy, open mind free from preju
dice and who la capable of maintaining satisfactory relation
ships with hlo follow nan. \7ilcy, Mosher, and the Regents* 
Inquiry stress tills element of good citizenship*

Cno of the most evident shortcomings of the average 
citizen la M s  recognition of his rights with no concomitant



feeling of duties or obligations, no disposition toward 
social service, This fifth phase of citizenship cones in 
for prominent mention by Mahan, The Regents1 Inquiry, the 
National Education Association, the American Education 
Fellowship, and Peters*

The Idea of leadership and the -wise choice of leaders 
is trite, but of paramount importance in any consideration 
of citizenship. It is touched on by Brewer, Mosher, and the 
American Education Fellowship, talcing tho sixth position In 
mp tabulation*

Sportsmanship, vltii its inpllcatIona of selflessness, 
welfare of the group rather than the individual, and mutual 
cooperation, is emphasized by Wiley, Spoors, Wilds, the 
Regents1 Inquiry, the National Education-Association, and the 
American Education Fellowship. This ia the seventh factor 
to be considered.

Verbal power and ability to participate in civio discus
sion is a sine qua non of active citizenship, and may be 
taken as the eighth element. This idea is a relatively recent 
viewpoint, but is strongly championed, by Brewer, Hoshcr, 
Roberts, and the Regents* Inquiry.

The ninth basic field for instruction in citizenship 
lies in training for group effectiveness, the essential 
mechanism by which democracies work, a concept reiterated by 
Mahan* Brewer, Spears, Roberts, the Regents* Inquiry, the 
National Education Association, the American Education



Fellowship, and Peters.
The final limit concerns a technique essential to citizen

ship in a democracy: the attainment of objectives by planning
and organization* Most asccr.pllahnent3 In the realm of 
active citizenship require projection of thought* Our schools 
lay moot emphasis on memorization and give scant. If any, 
attention to training for planning and organization* Carr 
is the only quoted authority who touches on this requirement 
of effective citizenship*

In re sumo, the ten elements of citizenship outlined In 
the above paragraphs may be tabulated as follows:

1* Education 
2. Faith in Democracy 
3* Belief in Individual Sorth 
4, Freedom from Prejudice 
5* Disposition toward Social Service 
6* Leadership 
7* Sportsmanship 
8* Verbal Power 
9* Group Effectiveness 
10* Ability to Plan and Organize 

low that the ten elements have been assembled, the next 
step In the plan of procedure established for this thesis 
naturally follows* This next- step, a search for the appear
ance of these elements in the textual material used In eighth- 
grade English classes, is treated in the next chapter*



CHAPTER IV.
ELEKEBT3 CP CTTIZI'.'NSHIP IV TEXTBOOKS

A. Analysis of Textbooks Used in Eighth-Grade English
in Tucson, Arizona, 1956-1944

Text Ho* 1* 31rat Lon, Clarence; Lanphear, Prudence Taylor;
Blossom, John E*

■, Her York, 1942.
This text v;as adopted for the elghtli grade in the 

schools in the fall of 1945* The organisation of the i 
lal is in ten units covering a full year of instruction.

Unit I - Opinions and Discussions*
Chap. 1« These titles of the unit divisions imply the 

presence in this text of modern material bearing on civic 
education* The opening unit on opinions and discus alone 
reproducea a fictitious olaaa discussion on obeying rules in 
school and organizing a student council as a system of educa
tion and eaatrol. After the model discusaIons have been 
studied and good rules for group discussion extracted, the 
chapter concludes rith text-suggested or pupil-suggested 
problems for discussion. Definite rules for conducting effec
tive discussion are deduced from the model discussion given 
in the text. Such textual matorial, though the emphasis Is 
light, suggests training for citizenship* Discussion Is an 
important element In any true democracy.

Chap. 2. The second chapter gives practice in parlia
mentary procedure, phiah is a definite contribution to teach-



Ing it skill used In democratic living.
'; Chap* 3* armmar. . . '

W i t  II - Reports and. Annotmccnents-
Chap* 4. Rules for a good three-ninute oral report are 

established from model talks given In the test* The class 
makes a list of topics of their own selection preparatory to 
giving a, talk* Tho text Itself suggests twenty-one topics, 
but not a single one touches on citizenship.

Chap. 5* Grammar*
Chap. 6. Grammar.

Unit III «* Storytelling.
Ghsp# ?• Models of good stories are given, but emphasis 

is on mystery or surprise elements. Nothing on civic educa
tion.

Chap* 3. Grammar*
Chap. 9. Grammar.

Unit IV - Social Letters and Postcards*
Chap. 10. Writing Letters 
Chap. 11* Granraar.
Chap. 12* Grammar.

Unit V - Conversation and Telephoning*
Chap. 13. Introductions, Conversing, Telephoning*
Chap. 14. Pronunciation*
Chap. 15# Grammar*



Unit VI - Bescrlpticns.
Chap» IS* Wpltlns aesoriptloss of lost articles, animal**

etc*
Chap* IT* Grasnar.
Chap, 13. Grannar.

Unit VII - Rovlerra of Boohs and Progronoe
Clap. 19* Book Reports* Also Include a a p % o  on action 

pictures and a page on raffi. c pro^rans pith 6one effort to 
establish evaluation techniques*

Chap* 20* Grannar*
Chap# 21* Grannar*

Unit VIII - Business Letters*
Chap* 22* writing business letters, telegrams, orders, 

letters of application#
Cliap. 23* Grammar.
Chap* 24* Graamr*

Unit IX - Explanations*
Chap. 25* Explaining, giving directions*
CTnap. 25. Granaar*
Chap* 27* Granmar..

Unit X - Entertaining Otlisra*
Chap* 39. Stories, reading pocti? together* Tpritiag 

vorses yourself*
Chap* 29* Granmar.



Chap. 30# Grammar#

TABLE I
OBJECTIVE ANALYSIS OF CITIZENSHIP ELEMENTS TM 

EXPRESSING IDEAS CLEARLY

El ients of Citizenship
Pagos on 
C itize n sh ip

Pages 
of fezt Per Cent

Organizing a Student $
Council t 3 t 354

:
8

Parliamentary procedure $ 5
i
8

Techniques of good s
discussion $

10
X
s

X

%Evaluation of motion :
pictures x

*
1

i
1

X

Evaluation of radio i
programs :

1 1
X
X
5

20 354 5.65

Subjective Evaluation by the Writer of This Thesis:
This text la evidently superior In its emphasis upon 

citizenship# There are many objectives In the teaching of 
English, and six per cent of the pages devoted to citizenship 
Is a reasonable expectation#

Text No# 2# Lyman, R# L.; Johnson, Roy Ivan; and McGregor, 
A. Lawa*

The Dally Life text tras used In the eighth grade of the 
Tucson Public Schools from 1935 through the spring semester 
of 1943* Thus It Immediately preceded the text Expressing 
Ideas Clearly which was reviewed above# A obapter-by-ehapter



analysis of the oltlsenshlp olemonts In Sally Life followas

Chan. I. Purpose .In Reading, Writing and Tailing.
Poetry and prose selections9 nord study, 
oral storytellI113, grannar, punctuation, 
riddles, book selections.

Chap. XI* Wien the Hail Arrives
Chan* III* Reviewing the Sentence.

Grammar*
Volunteer work: Bring in five questions
on one of the following problems:
(1) T/hat does the class think about good 

citizenship at school?
(2) vfoat safety rules must be observed oa 

the playground? Each pupil writes 
the answers to these questions on the 
blackboard in complete sentences. 
Apparently "citizenship” la chosen 
merely as a neons to an end; l.e., 
writing complete ee&ieaeee.

Chap. IV. Passing on to Others YZhat We Read or Hear.
Lincoln*s ”Gettysburg Address” is■quoted 
as an example of the use of memorized quo
tations in making speeches. No comment is 
made as to the significance of the speech , 
In relation to good citizenship.
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Chap. V. Key Idea and Supporting Parte.
Organizing compositions on such topics SI 
Sl2 HmASS Tnqtlaat, Po;ty,6 Stmp.s, The 
assalne °f Ohrlatoao, Sz First M  i" .

Chap. VI* Making A Speech.
One of the topics suggested la Y/hir Ever? 
Citizen Should Vote. Radio speeches as 
requiring time limit, key ideas# vivid 
language, pleasant voice, otc.

Ciiap. VII. The Predicate Verb.
Chap, VIII* Good Conversation.
Chap. IX. Telling How and Why.

%o subjects on citizenship suggested; 
only such subjects as How to Hake a Kite, 
a a  12 glaa Ii°r.th Star, Hog to .Qpon .a 
£22 Sock, etc.

Chap. X. Building Ideas into the Sentence.
Parts of speech; diagranning.

Chap. XI. English in the

Chap. XII. Thinking and Talking together.
The first paragraph of this chapter Is 
captioned The Value of Group Discissions. 
Examples given are the e Ighteenth-oontury 
social drivel of Samuel Johnoonl



of Dr. Johnsonl Hot? distant from, the 
Interests and problems of modern youth in 
a democracy.
Later in the chapter class discussion is
suggested cn such problems ant
Should vq have a class paper?
What can our class do for better English, 

in the school?
Hor can safety conditions be improved In 

our school?
Shall challenge another class to a 

spelling match?
Chap. XIII. Story-Telling.
Chap. XIV. Horo About Verbs.
Chap. XV. Finding and diving Values.
Chap. XVI. Stating Your Reasons.

One exorcise is to give reasons v/hy all
pupils should knovT the Declaration of
Independence and why all citizens should
vote.
Another exercise is to develop a composi
tion on such duties of a good citizen as 
keeping a clean city, cheerful payment of 
taxes, voting and obeying the law.

Chap. XVII. Nouns and Pronouns.
Chap. XVIII. Carrying on Business by Mail.
Chap. XIX. Applying Y/hat You Read.
Chap. XX. Making Reports of Experience.
Chap. XXI. How Words Work in Sentences.



Chap. XXII. Putting English to Work.
Chap. XXIII. lords that Do Double Duty.

TABLE II
OBJECTIVE ANALYSIS OF CITIZENSHIP ELEMENTS HI

m  m  m u

Elements of Citizenship
Pages on Pages 

of 'Text :: Per Cent
Good citizenship.in 1 492

school environment !
Every citizen should 1

$
vote : :

Every pupil should knew 1
i
:

Declaration of Inde t :pendence i :
Cheerful payment of 1

t
$taxes : %

Obey the law 1
t
: x

_______ i.og

Subjective Evaluation by the Writer of This Thesis:
Daily Life falls far short of teaching citizenship. The 

authors introduced stereotyped citizenship phraseology, but 
no serious effort is made to teach citizenship even inciden
tally. The citizenship catch words and phrases are Introduced 
to accomplish the alms of English instruction, principally 
writing complete sentences or organizing a composition. 
Citizenship is only used perfunctorily and rather as a means 
than on end of instruction.

These analyses of the textbooks used in the eighth-



grade.English classes in Tucson failed to show any conplete 
treatment of the ten elonents of citizenship determined by
this thesis*

Therefore the ten elements of citizenship remain as 
established, and form the basis for the ten teaching units 
which this thesis proposed to develop*

The following chapter will develop criteria and a model 
outline for constructing the ten teaching units*



CHAPTER V.
CONSTHDCTION 'OF TEACHING UIIITS.

Certain criteria ouat be eatabllahed as a guide to the 
oonatruction of the teaching units. Bearing in nlnd the 
particular problem of this thesis, these criteria will vary 
from the generally accepted criteria formulated by recognized 
authorities. Let us first study the history of the unit 
assignment; then pass to the formulations of exports in the 
field of unit assignment construction; and terminate with the 
criteria to be used in this thesis.

A. History of the Unit Assignment.
The idea of teaching by units may be said to have started 

100 years ago with Johann Friedrich Herbert (1776-1341)• 
Herbert analyzed the learning process Into four elements:

1. A definite understanding by the student of 
each fact taught.

2. 0caparison and association of the facts.
3* An orderly correlation and classification 

of the facts into certain concepts.
4. The application of the learning acquired.^
The followers of Herbert organised his principles into

five formal steps:
1. Preparation
2. Presentation



4. Gonerallzatlon,or Abstractly 
5#  Practical Application

In succeeding deoEideo, other educators, whether Indebted 
to Herbart or not, added further elaborations to the theory
of learning steps#

Morrison received wide recognition for M s  definition 
of a learning unit as “a oapprehensive and significant aspect 
of the environment, of an organised science, or an art, or 
of a conduct, which being learned, results In an adaptation 
of personality. He classified instructional materials Into 
five groupst the science typo, the appreciation type, the 
practical-arts type, the language arts type, and the pure 
practice type. His unit-mastery technique has five steps*

1. Exploration
3* Presentation
3* Assimilation
4. Organization
5. Recitation^

So many educational theorists have worked on the unit 
assignment, that the Motional Survey of Secondary Education 
took note of it in 1932* The confused status of the unit 
assignment was reported In the words of Leonard V. Xooa:

"Great confusion of terminology exists in 
the field of plans characterized by the unit assign-

. E E 13. Ibid., p. 25.
of Chicago



plans, techniques, or procedures characterized fcy 
the unit assignment arc essentially one and the 
same thing* These procedures are variously known 
as the project method, the problem method, differ
entiated assignments, long-unit assignments, 
contract plan, laboratory plan. Individualized 
instruction, ninnetka technique, Dalton plan,
Morrison plan, or a modification of any of the 
last three* .Comparative studies amply justify 
the statement that schools operating under any of 
these three last-mentioned terns, or under any 
modification of then, are doing very much the same 
typo of work done by schools operating under any 
one of the first seven terms*11 ̂
It is clear from this report of the National Survey of 

Secondary Education that the unit assignment is an instruc
tional method which varies widely in terminology, but Is 
essentially the same In classroom procedure* The central 
lies is embodied in the word unit, and basically a unit may 
be considered to be a phase of Instruction, bound together 
by a unifying Idea, which Is to be presented within a speci
fied time*

The writer of this thesis, therefore, judges that the 
field Is open to create his own type of unit assignment* 
Special emphasis will be placed on (1) simplicity of design, 
(2) focus on a very small area of knowledge, and (3) confine* 
Bent to a short period of time. These three desiderata sees 
Imperative If the teacher of English is to add the teaching
of citizenship to the present objectives of English*

The goal set for the ton units as a whole is the teaching
%̂* Eoos, IiConurci V*, o t a i • ,

F» S. Office"6f Educa;CM5TTEducation* tj.
Mo. 17, Monograph I, Government Printing Office, 
Washington, 1933* PP* 125-27*



of Important aspects of citizenship to pupils in the English 
classes of the eighth grade; the unit assignments construeted 
must accomplish that aim. \Inits of the type that cover six 
weeks on one topic would be Impractical; no teacher of 
English could make use of such a long unit. The heavy de
mands of standardized courses of study expressed In required 
page coverage to keep all eighth-grade classes moving uniformly, 
preclude long units. The plain and sensible answer is short 
units.

B. Criteria of a Good Unit Assignment
The following criteria have been decided upon*

a. Tine Criteria .
1. The average teacher should be able to road the unit 

in less than thirty minutes, generating thereby some enthu
siasm and confidence in his preparation to go before the 
class and initiate the unit.

2. Initiation of the unit, Including formulation of 
the problem and selection of activities should be possible 
within one class period of 45-60 minutes.

3* The assimilation period should be possible of cou
plet Ion in one supervised study period of 45-60 minutes. AS 
times additional library and homework will be expected of 
certain capable students.

4. The culminating activity can bo allotted a full 
period of 45-60 minutes.



in leas than 50 minutes*

b* Teacher-Centered Criteria
1. To fit into the page-scheduling plans of the teacher, 

the unit must supplement or accomplish the sane purpose as 
some of the usual routine objectives of the English class; 
i*©«, drill In vocabulary, spoiling, punctuation, grammar, 
sentence structure, oral expression, written expression, and 
other tool phases of the language arts. Otherwise, the busy 
teacher will decide that she cannot sandwich these units
into the scheduled work for the semester.

2. Tha material must be up-to-date and lively, and con
stitute a welcome addition to class routines, accomplishing 
the same purposes yet adding overtones of wrthwhllenesa and 
earranoy of interest.

5. Teacher guidance and adult control shall predominate 
over solely pupil-centered procedures, as the short time 
limit of the units demands the program move in a rapid, organ
ised manner.

c. Pupil-Centered Criteria
1. The activities must bo close to the life experiences 

of pun11s in the eighth grade,
2* The unit must be directly related In the mind of 

the pupil to his own Interests, his own present or future wel
fare, and hia own needs*



3* The unit should result In oltlsenahlp behavior oa 
the eighth-grade level. t '

4# Activities proposed In the unit mist be numerous 
and varied, being scaled In difficulty and appeal so as to 
reach all gradations of ability and give each student a sense 
of successful endeavor*

d. Subject Hatter Criteria
I. Each unit shall present one fundamental Idea In 

connection-with good citizenship.
2* The ideas must be cowept* of citizenship rather 

than mechanic# of citizenship.

C. Model Outline of Unit
The outline framework upon which each unit will rest, 

shall be as follows:
I* Teacher* s Objectives

The principal and subsidiary objectives which 
the teacher should envision are enumerated for 
rapid review by the teacher.

II. Introduction end Motivation
Tim initiation of the unit will consist of a 
combination of Introductory ideas and Interest- 
arousing suggestions, all designed to make the 
problem appeal to all student# as worth while.

III. Statement of the Problem
The problem will be limited and clearly defined



so that it can be rritton on the blackboard*
IV. Plan of Attack

7hq plan of attack will consiot of the deter
mination and selection of activities tshlch 
will contribute to the solution cf the problem.

V. the Attack
The attack will be devoted, Lo carry Inc out 
the activities under the helpful directIon of 
the teacher during a supervised study period*

VI* Victory Program
The recitation will consist of a pup11-organised 
classroom program In which the results of Indiv
idual learning will bo synthesized for the 
benefit of the members of the entire class*

VII. Evaluation
Evaluation will consist of a true-false tost, 
a summary statement by a pupil of what was 
learned, th© subjective Judgment of the teacher, 
or a combination of all three.
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Unit I. Education 
I* Teacher1a Objectives

1* Enable the pupils to learn that education Is the 
broad base on which good citizenship rests In a 
successful democracy.

2+ Impress the Idea that universal, free, tax- 
supported education is the foundation of the 
American way of life#

V  Give pupils a recognition of the worth of educa
tion that they may wholeheartedly support It in 
adulthood.

4. Increase their pride In their own school and the 
overall picture of American education.

5* Develop an appreciation of group activity as an 
effective method of gathering knowledge.

6. Develop confidence in one1s ability to assemble 
facts as a basic function of citizenship.

T. Give both direct and vicarious experience with 
the adult social world into which they are to fit 
as effective citizens In the near future.

8. Give practice In oral and written English as 
preparation for active citizenship.

9. Give practice In gathering facts and organising 
them on paper preparatory to presentation before 
a group.

10. Give training In use of the library, writing, spelling, and punctuation*
11. Give confidence In ability to gather facta and 

form one's own opinions from them.
II. Introduction and Motivation

Choice of any or various of the following*



1. Talk by teacher
"Shat would you think. If a conqueror vero to 
march into Tucson and issue orders to change 
your textbooks, replace your teachers, alter 
the course of study, close some schools, open 
others, and educate you to be unquestioning 
servants of a new order?"
"That does your educational system do now for 
you that such a conqueror would want to stop?"
"vfoo educates you and why? That kind of schools 
would you have and what kind of an education 
would you get if you were In mgland, France, 
or sense other European country? Should every
body go to school? For how many years?"
"Education costs money* the pays for it? that 
are its alas? those money built this school 
building and whose money maintains It? How 
much money Is provided each day for your instruc
tion? Do all children in Arizona have an equal 
opportunity to get a good education?"

Such questioning with the teacher giving most of the
answers and followed by discussion, should arouse an Interest
in the general subject of education and Its Importance to
citizenship In a democracy*

2* Show a film such as The Children Must Learn,
(Hew York Unlveralty^lillbraryTrPrMefe 
and follow the showing by discussion*

3* Read one or more stories from the book*

„ Company,
Hew York, 1943*

Follow reading by class discussion*
Read selections from*

Kennedy, Hillard P*, and Harlow, Alvin F»,

Hew York, 1940. #
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1201 Sixteenth Street, N.W., 
Washington 6, D. 0.

III. The Problem.
The outcome of the Introduction should be the formulation 

by the pupils and the teacher of a definite problem. This 
may be written on the board In some such form as:

miAT 0AH H-LEARH ABOUT OTJR SCHOOL, MIEHIOAII 
SCHOOLS IN GENERAL, AND SCHOOLS OF OTHER LANDS,
THAT WILL SHOW US WHY WE HAVE SCHOOLS AND WHAT 
THEY ARE SUPPOSED TO DO FOR US?
The basic aim Is to lead students to appreciate and de

mand good schools as basic preparation for good citizenship. 
This can be taught most effectively by an Indirect method? 
consequently, the problem am written on the board does not

IV. Plan of Attack.
In order to get the answers to the problem, a list Is 

made of the various projects In which students may engage to 
assemble Ideas and information helpful in determining why we 
have schools and what their purpose Is. Such a list might 
Include the following:

1* Who authorizes the establishment of schools?
2. Who decided that this school should be built

3. How



4. Contrast the organization of schools In the United States with those In Europe in general 
terms of "single-ladder* and dual system, 
per cent of children of school age in school, 
tuition, philosophy of educating all versus 
only educating those able to profit, etc.
(England, France, Germany, Russia).

5. Make a series of pictures or graphs for the 
front of the room to dramatise the growth of 
school population in your state.

6. Make a graph to compare expenditures annually 
for education, cosmetics, motion pictures, 
gasoline, and war in the United States.

7. Bulletin-board display of pictures, news Items, 
cartoons, and graphs on the subject of schools.

8. Interview five adults to get their views on 
the Importance of going to school, and report 
your findings to the class.

9. Make a comparison between the education your 
father received and the education you are 
getting.

10. Look up and assemble poems on school life to 
be recited or read before the class.

11. Prepare an assembly program for presentation 
during Education Week or for a Parent-Teachers 
Association meeting*

12. Give a report on the life of Horace Mann and 
what he accomplished.

13* Write a school song to be sung before the class 
to the tune of some current, lively melody.

14. Make a graph of the tax dollar of your city.
15. Make a pupil handbook of good citizenship activi

ties to be observed in your school by new students.
16. Write a history of your school.
17. Prepare a program for presentation at a Parent-

Teachers Association meeting depleting the 
growth of education. Four scenes could be 
presented: (1) Colonial School, (2) Dame



School, (3) Little Red School louse, or 
Country School, and (4) Modem School. Suffic
ient research and lively authentic dialogue 
could turn this Into a script for radio broad
cast over a local station*

V* -The Attack*
A clasaroon library of hooka and pamphlets is maintained 

as source material for the learning activities chosen by 
Individual students or committees* Some students will go to 
the library to consult encyclopedias and other reference 
works* The teacher will move about the room helping the
slow ones to get started, direct them to sources, and suggest

.
methods of gathering Information and preparing It for present 
tatIon. ' ' -

VI* Victory Program*
A chairman or master of ceremonies will direct a program 

In which the students will present to the entire class the 
results of their learning activities* To carry out the war 
motif so popular at the present time, he will be referred to 
'as the Commanding, General. His program will be planned care
fully on paper and each minute of the time scheduled*

Til* Evaluatisa*
1* True-false test over material and Ideas presented 

In Victory Program.
a* Appoint committee to write up the results of the 

study for use as a feature article in the local 
newspaper.

3* Evaluation by the teacher?



a. Do they recognize the effectiveness of 
group activity?

b. Do they realize that education, is a privi
lege conferred by society with the Implica
tion that the debt must be repaid?

c. Tiers any attitudes toward their school 
and schools in general fostered?

d. Did they get a feeling of satisfaction 
and achievement from their efforts?

0. Did they grow in ability to use their Binds as tools?
f. Did they grow in initiative, responsibility, 

and leadership?
g. Did they improve in language power?
h. Are they convinced that a good oltlsen 

demands good schools and education for 
himself and others, and is willing to 
support schools?

1. Do they feel that our free public schools, 
as well as our flag, are symbols of our 
great democracy; that the public school Is 
one of the main forces to strengthen
and perpetuate a democracy; and that the 
quality of education they get determines 
in large part the character of the society 
in which they will live?

j* Do they realise with pride that in the
Wilted States we give more years of educa
tion to more of our children than any 
other nation in the world?

k. Do they see clearly that the organisation 
end administration of our schools are 
under the state government; the local 
districts levy the taxes, but also get 
state aid; that teachers are state employ
ees, certified by the state but paid both 
by the state and district?

l. Do they see clearly that seme local units 
are less able to pay the burden of taxa-



tlon than others, end that there Is a 
tendency for the state, and even federal 
government, to assume more of the cost 
of the schools In order to equalize educa
tional opportunity?



X

Unit II. Faith Is Beaooracy 
I. Teacher’s Objectives.

1* Bring into a clear focus the principlea of 
democracy by contrasting then with the aims 
and methods of dictators.

8. Emphasize that 163 years of democratic govern
ment Is a long time as the life of most 
governments runs today.

3* Formulate opposition to forces that threaten 
our form of government and our way of life.

4. Strengthen faith in democracy and its tenets.
5# Develop an appreciation of group activity as 

an effective method of gathering knowledge.
6. Give practice in group activity as a functional 

accomplishment of good citizens.
7. Give practice in oral and written English.
8. Give practice in acquisition and organization 

of ideas and development of language power to 
present those ideas to others.

9. Give training in such language skills as writing* 
spelling, speaking, punctuation, and other 
phases of language work.

10. Lead to formulation of opinions from facts and 
thinking, rather than from indoctrination.

11. Help students to understand the ethical ideals 
of democracy and be intelligently loyal to 
those ideals.

II. Introduction and Motivation.
Choice of any or several of the following!
1* Talk by the teacher:

“ What makes a democracy tick, and keep 
ticking for 163 years? tfhere are the kings 
of yesteryear? Were will the dictators 
be a few years from now? Hitler has sneered



at our Government and sold his people a new 
type of government which he asserts is more 
efficient and beneficial to the citizens 
than democracy* If Russia had not been 

jared and courageous. If England had not 
Loated "blood, sweat, and tears," Hitler 

night today be on our shores. *
"Hovr do democracies and dictatorships work? 
How can dictators get started and gain the 
support of their peoples?"

2e A rc h lb ^ d ^ L o L e lg h ^ ilrB iiH  ^ P t E ^ lb S r y  
of Congress.

3* Read selections from literature that emotionalize 
the benefits of democracy, and literary or news 
Items that reveal the human unhappiness caused 
by dictatorship.

4. Play a recording such ass 
Frost, Robert,

HatImai£tiounoS£of fEchers of English, 
211 w. 68th Street, Chicago, Illinois.

5* Read radio scripts furnished by:
Educational Radio Script Exchange,
TJ* S. Office of Education,
Federal Security Agency,
Washington, D* C«

6. Motion picture films with study guides from:
Commission on Human Relations, 
71 Washington Square South, 
Her York City, H. Y.

Til. The problem.
The problem formulated by the pupils and teacher will be 

written on the blackboard in some such form as the following: 
TEAT CAB WE LEAKS ABOUT DICTATORSHIPS IK CON

TRAST WITH OUR OWN DEMOCRACY THAT WILL ENABLE US



IT PROPERLY?

1, Read the Preanble to the Declaration of Indepen
dence and report on the ideals of democracy 
stated therein.

17, Plan of Attack.

2* Look up the etymology of the word "democracy* 
and report to the class.

3* Describe a dictatorship as to source of power, 
responsibility to people, minorities, tolera
tion of criticism, limits on power.

4. Write the best statement you can of what democ
racy means to you*

5* Interview five adults and report on what democ
racy means to them.

6# Write a summary of how we practice the principles 
of democracy in our school life.

7, Draw an illustration of the foundation pillars 
that uphold the Temple of Democracy.

3. Report on the life of some hero of the American 
Revolution.

9, Organize an assembly program of American songs; 
present to the faculty committee on assembly 
program planning. If adopted, help organize 
such an assembly.

10. Work out an acrostic on DEMOCRACY or CITIZENSHIP.
H e  write a paper on “Democracy In Our School" to 

be read in all homerooms.
12. Outline for presentation on the blackboard

do 
social

by political.
IT. National Education Association, Our Democracy. Nat 

Education Association, Washington^ D. 6*, 1941.
naasr



welfare of a group of people*

V. The Attack.
One period of supervised study will be devoted to the 

activities decided upon by the class and the teacher. Kany 
new activities will suggest themselves during the personal 
contact of the teacher with the different members of the 
da##* ' ;

VI* Victory Program.
The Commanding General selected for this program will 

prepare a well-organised sequence of reports by individuals 
and committees. At the end of the program, the General may 
appoint a student to summarize what has been learned; such 
a report cam be of the radio eoaaontator typo.

VH. Evaluation.
1. - True-false test over material and ideas presented

in Victory Program.
2. Evaluation by the teacher:

a. Do the students have a new appreciation of 
freedom of thought, speech, and action?

b. Do they value more highly the right to 
share In government?

c. Has some recognition of the right to develop 
individual talents taken place?

d. Have they understood that Lincoln defined 
political democracy In the words Mgovera- 
msnt of the people, by the people, for the 
people”?
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*# Have they caught the Idea that economic 
democracy moans equality of opportunity 
to work and enjoy the benefits of one’s . 
T?ork, ’'rugged Individualism,” and the 
idea of cooperative effort as even more 
effective for the general welfare than 
even free enterprise?

f* Do they think of social democracy as res
pect for all human beings according to 
their merits regardless of color, accident 
of birth, race, or economic level?

6* Have they learned to communicate ideas,
thoughts, and feelings clearly and forcibly 
to others In speaking and writing, and do 
they realise the necessity of emotion and 
animation in attaining a desired effect?



Unit 111. Belief In Individual Worth

Is Teacher’s Ohjectlveg. 
I* Promote the coop

according to 
based on color, 
economic atatuo*

t# Emphasize the responsibility of the Individual 
for the rell-bolng of M s  neighbor a.

le Strengthen the awareness on the part of the 
students of the dignity and worth of every 
individual as the basic idea of good citizenship

4» Poster cordiality and Interest in one’s fellow 
men.

5* Develop the concept of the good neighbor: In
our block, cur city, our state, our nation, theworld.

6. Show that dictators flourish when peoples are in 
an economic depression, have no Jobs, feel de
pressed and unimportant, lack dignity and security.

7. Interpret "all men are created equal". | Rights, 
native ability, ambition, opportunities).

8. A good citizen needs social recognition; spread 
participation In citizenship .widely.

9. Lead them to see that the "American Way of Life" 
le basically a recognition of the importance and 
dignity of the Individual.

10. Let them see that In World War II we are fighting 
the national leaders of enemy countries and the 
small body of citizens they have misled, not the 
large body of common men.

II* Introduction and Motivation.
1. Tell the life story of George Washington Carver, 

Charles P. Stelnnetz, Thomas A. Edison, or some 
other American who attained his highest potentialities*
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III.

2«
%

4.

5.

Sketch the life of Madame Curie.
Road soloctlcnn from "The Century of tho Common 
Han,’* by Henry A. Wallace.
Recount a stirring story to illustrate Individual 
merit In people of different nationalities.

Col
contain good material.

Office of

master
Contrast the concept of the dignity and worth 
of tho individual with the Heal ideology of the 

Material can ho found I n ^School
»ika Mann, ̂ or in ^Education

Children"),
7s Road selections from nOf tho People," a

of readings by Harry Warfei ond iaisabeth W. 
Hanuaring.

The Problc
WHAT CAH WE LBAR2I ABOUT THE MGHITY Aim WORTH

OF THE BiDIVIDUAL?
I* What evidence of worm do we find in the people 

of other nations?
2# What opportunities do people have to develop to 

their highest potentialities?
3* How are our individual lives Indebted to men 

and women of many different nations?
4s That Is the Good neighbor Policy?
5. That are the implications of the contracting, 

more closely interrelated world of today?
6s Is there a master race?
7* Thy do \m all crave social recognition?



Plan of Attack.
1*. Report on rrhat tho second, paragraph of the

Declaration of Independence says about equality#1
2. Relate the life story of a nan like George 

Washington Carver shoring hotr It has 
affected your life.

3* Report on the ulnnero of the Hobel Prizes,
4. thy la Aner lca\ called the Land of Opportunity?

How nuch opportunity In Germany today politically, 
economically, and in educational natters?

5* Hake a circular,map of tho world with the north 
Pole at tho center, showing air distances in 
hours between Hnw York City and other loading 
cities of other important countries. Give a 
map talk to tho class#

6# Cull new words and phrases from newspapers or 
magazines# . List seven or eight of them, and 
ask another student to combine them Into an 
Intelligent paragraph# :

7. -TTrlte acme slogans for a campaign on a good 
neighbor policy or world citizenship#

8. Write a booklet biography of a famous person 
and bind it# Show your name as the author and • 
dedicate It to a friend or relative.

9# Collect pictures of leading citizens of all 
nations for display on the bulletin board or 
along the blackboard moulding#

10* Write the biography of the mayor of your olty#
11* Report on the Hall of Fame at Sew York University#
12. Correspond with a student of your age In a 

school in some South American country#

The Attack.
Students will develop many projects of their own# The 

supervised study period with recourse to the classroom



t&mry and the teacher as helper and guide,- will result la 
many worthwhile activities*

VI# Victory Program*
A program during an entire class period rill bring to

gether the results of tho individual effort of the pupils# 
This program is planned and directed, as usual by the 
Ocwaandlng General. One student nay be selected to give a 
•ternary in broadcast stylo of what was learned*

VII* Evaluation.
1* True-false test over material and Ideas presented 

In the class discussions and the Victory Program.
2. The teacher will check by observation and inciden

tal questioning to determine If the main ideas 
have been successfully impressed on the group.

a. Do they believe In judging other human 
beings solely on individual merits?

b. Do they have a new respect for people 
of other lands?

e. Do they see recognition of individual 
worth and freedom of opportunity aa 
basic to the production of contributing 
cltlsens?

d. Do they realize that democracy can best 
be preserved by keeping the individual 
citizens hapoy through freedom of
opportunity to develop?

e. Do they see clearly that all citizens 
are not b o m  equal In endowment, but 
all are equal by and large in rights 
and opportunities?

f* Do they understand that communication, transportation, and World Ymr II have made the world smaller?



S» Do the students realise that the rights of each of then are limited by the equal righto of others?



Unit IV. Freedom from Prejudice.

X* Teacher*® Objectives.
= 1. Impress students not to repeat suspicions aMhearsay, but to search for facts, so as not to do injustice to others.
2#  Create an awareness of the Importance of mental health with Its resulting mental balance, tolerance , freedom from prejudice and bias.
3# Develop the belief on the part of the student that he can Improve hie mental health.
4. Champion suspended judgment, waiting for facts and avoiding hasty judgments.
5. Emphasize Important fact that a citizen with a healthy mind Is happy and a good citizen.

H. Introduction and Motivation.
This unit has many facets and may be approached from 

the viewpoint of mental hygiene or through an analysis of 
prejudicej either approach can be widened to Include aspects 
of both. The approach based on the topic of prejudice will 
be most easily understood, so it Is suggested as the best 
point of departure.

The following procedure la suggested to
create an Interest in the unit*

1* Read Carl Sandburg’s The People. Yes.The students will laugh as they hear the endless accusations leveled against each 
other by the different characters.
Write on the
word "prejudice." It means Mjudging 
Before vhat? Shy, before 
salnst something that on

Silly? Huzaorcua? Deadly?
agalnoi
about. eTmows nT«



>  Ttro Interesting phases of prejudice that wo might study are: (1) Various causes of prejudice such as conclusions based on Isolated instances. Insufficient knowledge* gossip or hearsay, and echoing of glib statements of others; (2) control of people by appeal to prejudice of groups (factions, racial groups, arouse fears, unite by giving groups something to hate, etc.)•
4. Tell the story of the life of Clifford Beers end the spread of the mental hygiene movement.

at times? Let us learn more about prejudice*

III, The Problem.
Formulate with the help of the class the problem in 

terns somewhat as follows*
A. Prejudice

1. Definition.
2. As a result of ignorance.
?• As a handle for political demagogues

IV, Plan of Attache
Some linen of Investigation for individual students end

committees are suggested below. Many more will result from
discussion and contributions of the students themselves,

1. Ask ten different students a question such as
' ire girls smarter .yum boyg?

Tabulate your answers to determine how many 
students decide on Isolated instances, repeat what they have heard, answer positively in spite of a lack of sufficient data, or show an honent recognition that they don't know and maintain an attitude of suspended judgment.
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2* Do you approve of “slam books'1? IVhy not?
3# r.hat la a glib statement? Compare people rho : repeat glib statements and those T?ho think for tiiemselvos.
4* m a t  la gossip? m y  Is It most often unfair, 

idle, and even vicious?
5* How do politicians in large cities appeal to prejudice to get votes?
6m How did Hitler1s Fifth Column split peoples into factions?
7* Discuss Hitler* s technique of giving people 

something to fear and something to hate.
3. Who was Clifford Beers? mat is the mental hygiene movement and how important compared to physical hygiene? Hens eana in corcore oano.
9# m a t  la a mental hospital? How many patients? 

How many patients In regular hospitals?

W  The Attack.
Some of the learning activities can be carried on in a 

supervised study period, a free reading period, or by out- 
. of-school Investigations. The classroom library and the 
guidaaoe of the teacher will be of paramount Importance.

VI. Victory Program
The master of coremonies, known as the Commanding 

General, will have an opportunity to arrange a very Interest
ing and profitable program with the material assembled by 
the individual students and committees. Dramatic interpre
tation of some of the ideas garnered can be done very effec
tively and produce lasting emotional attitudes.



VII* ' 'Braluatloiie
1. True-false test ‘based on teacher* 8 objectives, material presented In the Victory Program, and standard tests on social attitudes*

Outcomes xrhich evidence of profitable classroom activity:
a. Have any s the wisdom

Have any qiadroitly pointed toward conscious attainment of mental health?
c. Do they see acitizenship based on mentally healthy component units?
d. Have they become diary of pre-judging on the basts of isolated Instances, insufficient knowledge, and gossip?
e. Are they ments? critical of glib state-

f* Have they developed acme mental behavior habits needed by good citizens in a democracy?



toi.it V. Disposition Toward Social

1. Teacher*s Objectives.
2* Bring Into clear focus the Idea that there are privileges of citizenship* but also responsibilities; rights, but also duties.
2* Inculcate the spirit of give and take, with the emphasis on the former#
3* Put forth the Idea, new to many students, that ve respect the property of others so our own . property will bo respected.

• 4. Set up the ideal that everyone should demand
his rights and fulfill his duties.

5. Suggest that It Is the duty of an American to prove himself worthy of the freedoms guaranteed by the Bill of Rights.

it. Introduction and Motivation.
Horace Mann made a Fourth of July speech In 1342. One 

sentence in that speech ends with the words,
"....the dutlce as well as the rights of citizens 
should have been made familiar as household words.
How long can our nation last, If citizens enjoy the 

Mowings of being Americans and contribute nothing? France 
was conquer ad by Germany in this '.Torld War II within & peril 
of only five weeks. Why? There are probably many reasons, 
but one of the most common advanced nor is that France fell 
because of the selfish concern and preoccupation of each 
citizen with his o m  life. Sach and every citizen can con-

National Education A
mrr-r-i



betterment of M b nation* This idea has been well expressed 
In a simple poem by Suoan Coolldge:

Who serves his country best?Hot, ho who, for a brief and stormy space, leads forth her armies to the fierce affray.Short is tho time of turmoil and unrest.Long years of peace succeed It and replaces There Is a better way.
Who serves his country best?
Not he who guides her senates in debate.And makes the laws that aro her prop and stay?Hot he who wears the poet's purple vest And sings her songs of love and grief and fata: There is a better way.
Ho serves hia country beatWho joins the tide that lifts her nobly on;For speech has myriad tongues for every day.And song but one; and law within the breast la stronger than graven law on stone:This is a better way.

Ho drop but serves the slowly lifting tide.Ho dew but.has.an errand to some flower.Ho smallest star but sheds some helpful ray.And man by man, each giving to all the rest, ,Makes the firm bulwark of the country's power:There is no better tray.g
One may quarrel with certain statements in the poem, but Its 
theme of universal effort is well handled. Vq have a right 
to enjoy the privileges of democracy, the good things of the 
American way of life, only if we give a measure of active 
devotion to our country. Let uu learn all. we can about our 
duties as well as our rights.

2. Quoted in: National •JVC. ,
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III. The Problem.
, • WHAT ARE THE DUTIES 'THAT CORRESPOND TO EACH '

OP THE PRIVILEGES THAT WE ENJOY?

IV. Plan of Attack*
The' firat atsp lu to clarify and aako specific the 

problem in hand. A tabulation worked out by teacher sad
pupils similar to the following rill bo found helpful.^

Hy RIGHTS and My DUTIES
1. BECAUSE I HAVE THE RIGHT— to express my opinion orally or in writins la criticism or In praise of public officers and on public Issues, to listen and to read, to assemble peaceably with others, and to discuss openly such questions as arc worthy of serious attention.

IT IS EY DUTY— to study problems end social Issues carefully and to listen and read with discrimination before expressing an opinion; to tolerate the views of others as being worthy of consideration as fay own; to withheld judgment until the evidence Is reviewed.
2. BECAUSE I HAVE THE RIGHT— to vote for whom I choose,

IT ISintelligently as possible, and support public officer

3- BECAUSE I HAVE THE RIGHT— to worship according to the dictates of myown conscience*
IT IS MY DUTY— to

iiorgah, DeWitt S., ^  ^  ̂  «
t |0 2URUonal .^ c a t io n  'A m s M U a ; 31$254



4. 'BECAUSE I HAVE THE RIGHT— to petition 
my government for redress from 
wrongs, to state a grievance, or ask 
relief frca oppression, *

IT 15 MY DUTY— to
Similar problems, and to remember that 
personal interest must be subordinate 
to the public good.

5* BECAUSE I HAVE THE RIGHT— to o m  pro
perty which cannot be taken from me 
except by duo process of law, to hold ' ,
ay hano inviolate from unlawful search 
and myself from Illegal seizure, and 
to establish ny o m  Integrity,

IT 15 UY IUTY— to respect the property and 
personal rights of others; to refrain 
from trespass; and to avoid slander, 
knowing that a person's good name in 
M s  legal right.

6. BECAUSE I HAVE THE RIGHT— to be 
tried by a jury of ay fellow 
citizens if I an legally charged 
with a crime, to bo assured that 
I cannot be punished more than 
dice for the same offense, to re
fuse to testify against myself, to 
be free under bond except for a -
capital offense,

IT IS MY DUTY— to remember at all tines

stain fr 
until

do so.

udgment 
a decision.

7« BECAUSE I HAVE THE RIGHT— to follow 
without Interference the lawful 
occupations of peacetime, to own 
and bear ares legally, to serve in 
military organisations voluntarily.

IT IS hY DUTY— to serve ny countiy well at 
all times, to cherish and protect it



fron Its enenlea wiihln or without, and 
.i or vo under a m  a irhen called In an 
enersoncy, sacrificing ny l i f e  arid 

• property If need be that this nationmight live.
8# BECAUSE I HAVE THE RIGHT— to exorcise ay 

rights as a citizen moor the Consti
tution of the United States and the 
laws of the state and connunlty in 
which I live; to engage in whatever 
occupation I nay lawfully follow; to 
be free tc travel, to educate nyoelf, 
and to strive for ny own occupational 
competence end happiness,

IT IS iff UilTY— to preserve, protect, and 
defend the Constitution of the United 
States, to obey its laws, to nake my
self personally competent, to conduct 
myself at all times as an honorable 
citizen of a great nation under whose 
flag mankind has reached its highest 
state of freedom.

The second step  i s  to  prepare a c t iv i t ie s  fo r  a Victory 

Program' to i l lu s tr a te  grap h ically , em otionally, and prac

t ic a l ly  the relationship between r ig h ts  and duties in d a lly  

Ilf#* These can be worked out by d iscussion  in  c la ss; acme 

e f  them w ill  be as follow s:

1» Dramatise by a sk it  what happens to  a student 
who s e lf is h ly  enjoys b en efits  from others 
and gives nothing in return.

2. trite a paper giving your views on whether 
or not a classroom should be a small 
democracy in which girls and boys work 
together for the common good.

3* Prepare a ta lk  on c la ss  d isc ip lin e  in r e la 
tion  to  majority r ig h ts .

A . / Give a sk it  contrasting democratic and 
d ic ta to r ia l methods in exchanging ideas 
with other persons.
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5« Give a talk on freedom in our school. Is. 
the freedom in proportion to the amount of 
responsibility students assume*

6* Write an article to be read before the 
el&ss in the Victory Program entitled:

7* Write a brief story to illustrate that 
democratic living requires self-control 
and respect for the rights and personalities 
of one1 a fellovmisn.

8* Prepare a radio script and present it before 
the class. Base the script on any of the 
thirteen scripts presented over the national 
network of the Columbia Broadcasting System
in 1937-.4

V. The Attack.
One period of supervised study will be devoted to pre

paration of the Victory Program activities. These activities 
not be life experiences, but their value will arise from 
moral emphasis coning from students rather than teacher. 
Iron the permanence of effect that characterized e.uo- 

tlcnal presentations of vicarious experience.

VI. Victory Program.
The Ceamanding General will be able to arrange a 

dramatic program from the material assembled by the various 
students. The radio script on the Bill of Righto might be 
amplified for a general school assembly.

4. U. S. Office of Education, Bulletin 19-u ,
Freedom Ring, Superintendent of Documents*
b. c.* 1937, Price 60 cents.



VII. Evaluation*
1. True-false test based on teacher1 s objectives, 

material presented In the Victory Program, 
and reactions of different students revealed 
to the teacher In hie contacts vdth then dur
ing the supervised study period.

2* Outcomes rhich the teacher should look for a* 
evidence of profitable classroom activity:

a. Vfere there many students uho had never 
realized the obverse of rights?

b. Aro they no? avrarc of the obverse, and 
Is there a possibility that awareness 
nay be translated Into a changed atti
tude, or even into action?

c. Did their study of rights and duties 
give then practice In attacking a 
problem from more than one angle?

d. Do they realize that democratic princi
ples must be won and preserved by each 
generation?

e. Do they show unrehearsed, genuine, and 
Impulsive willingness to sacrifice 
personal advantage for the general wel
fare?

f. Do they ever forego their orn pleasures 
and desires for the welfare of the group?



Unit VI. Leadership.

I. Teacher*a Objectives. ' I
1. BsphaGlsc that civic and notional progress 

depends on leaders.
2* Suggest that one can develop qualities of 

leadership. ' " ' : "•■■’■' "v
3*

4*

Group action depends for effectiveness on 
leaders.
Teach that assumption of responsibility by. 
leaders is essential In a self-governing as

5. Start at least a few students consciously on 
t&# path to leadership.

6. Induce self-analysis on the part of the 
students of their qualities of leadership.

Il» introduction and KotlvatlPn.
Our nation was built by loaders; It is preserved and 

grows stronger by leadership. Is leadership a mystery?
Are you born to it? Can you acquire It? T?hat does It mean? 
Can ee define It? Some of your friends In school are better 
leaders than others. "Why? Many questions crowd upon the 
mind. Let uq take tine to define leadership by breaking It
Into Its elements.

One who le a leader:
a. Assumes responsibility without hesitation.
b. Thinks ahead of the group (Point out that 

schools teach us to memorise; vre must culti
vate projection of our thoughts ahead.)

o. Inspires his followers.
d. Harmonizes his followers.



e. O’llflee his followers.
f. Convinces and direct

S'

h.

Is a
and confident#*

■if.

Is o e.ood talkeri has verbal power*
i. Has a aonno of humor,
j. Shows optimism, fairness, tact and courtesy*
k. Cultivates a pleasant personality*
l. Makes his followers feel important, 

appreciates them, and praises them*
m. Is forceful In a diplomatic, unoffensive

way* ' ’
All these characteristics give us the generally accepted 

picture of a leader* How does this tie up with your educa
tion and your Individual life? Let us put the answer in the 
fora of a problem*

III* She Problem*
HOW CAir I BECOME A LEADER?

IV* Plan of Attack* .
Let us Improve our understanding of leadership and • 

practice leadership by the following activities: 
a* Understanding leadership:

1* Report on Theodore Roosevelt as a leader. 
2. Report on Franklin’s Autobiography*
3* Report on life of Simon Bolivar.
4. Make a stamp display of leaders for the



b u lle t in  bonnd, unln?r the 1940 Ir.auoB 
vi:leh honored cuoh nan as Horace Mann,
Boe’eor T. tVashlngtcn, Mark Hopkins, Gyrus 
H- McCcrnlcl:. Put under each i l lu s tr a 
tion ( stnnp) the loaderf a name, host 
prominent quality  of leadersh ip , and hi* 
noii! fr$ino:i3 nnylnq ( o . r . , Horace -ann 
sa id , "i'h.j con a on school i s  _ the grea test  
discovery ever made by a an.*).

5. T/rite biography of lo ca l c it iz e n s ;  man 
after  vihm jour school i s  named, founders 
of your c ity , re lig io u s  lead ers, educa
tion a l load ers, early mayors, law yers, 
congressmen, business men, doctors, etc*

6. that /aer leans are In the-H all of Fame 
at Her York University? S e lect one and 
t e l l  the story of h is  l i f e .

b* Practice In leadership .

1. Volunteer to  bo the Commanding General 
for your Victory Program.

2m Volunteer to  g ive a ta lk  in assembly.

3. Pick out a student when you don't know; 
work out a technique of g ettin g  Interested  
In that student, making him Interested  In 
you, and lo y a l to  you,

4. C ultivate fr ien d lin ess  In your v o ic e ,  
manner. and learn hor much fun i t  i s  to  
acquire fr ien d s.

5. Bevel on guMed-pract5.ce-la-lead ersh ip  
projects to  be put In operation In your 
school.

6 . C ultivate a well-controlled, c le a r , sincere,
and natural v o ice .

3:

7* Draw a series of cartoons entitled
"Leadership That tion* t boric" by Mother 
Goose. These \*dll illustrate qualities 
of poor leaderohio such os:
a. Let them folio* vherevor yon go

•____________ ( 111 us trat od "byll ary Had a Little Lamb).
Department of Supervisors and Directors"of Instruction, 

Leadership at Hork. National Education Association, 
Washington, D* 5*” -1943, p. 244.



T T I T u ^ l t f F b y T I t t l o  Boy B lu e .)

e.
( I l lu s t r a t e d  by L i t t l e  Red Riding  

Hoed and the W olf.)

( I l lu s t r a te d  by Hun,pty Dunpty)

V. The A ttack .

The a c t i v i t i e s  l i s t e d  under the Plan of A ttack rill be 
ca rr ied  out In a su p erv ised  study p er io d , or what n ig h t be 
termed a ccn feren ce -w lth -tea ch er  p er io d . I!any stu d en ts  

w il l  get a p ass to  th e  lib r a r y  to  go there to  work under 

th e ir  own power. The teacher w i l l  spend t in e  w ith  th e  others 
to  arouse their enthusiasm  and confidence In a self-analysis 
and self-Im provem ent program, v o lu n teer  le a d e r sh ip  a c t i v i t i e s  

In school l i f e ,  and g u id e d -p r a c t lc e -In - le a d c r sh ip  p r o je c t s .

An example o f the l a t t e r  would be to  have two "loaders" talk 
a lte r n a te ly  to  a group o f f iv e  s tu d en ts , each "leader* trying 
to convince the f iv e  o f h ia  p o in t o f  v iew ; a vote of the five 
aa to  which o f the two "leaders" nado the b ea t Im pression  

on then would ev a lu a te  roughly th e ir  a b i l i t y ;  c o n str u c t iv e  

c r it ic is m  would fo llo w . Topics fo r  g u ld e d -p r a c t ic e - ln -  

le a d e rsh lp  may be: Student op in ion  should co n tro l discipline
In a sc h o o l, Homework should bo requ ired  o f a l l  students*
Ketch and every student should co n tr ib u te  to  th e  war effort, 
Education pays d iv id en d s In l a t e r  l i f e .

VI. V ictory  Program.



The results of the various learning activities are 
presented to the entire class In a program directed by the 
master of ceremonies, known as the Ccnaandlns General. A 
student known as the "tail-twister" gives a ounmary of the 
findings and conclusions of the group.

VII • Svaluat len.
1* True-false test over the ideas and facts developed by the unit. Euch of the material for this test is jotted dorm by the teacher during the Victory Program.
2* Expected outcomes to be evaluated by the teacher subjectively:

a. Did any students seem to respond with conscious planning for Improvement in
leadership?

b. Did any student really develop a technique for being friendly?
c. Did any student make a self-analysis chart of hlc leadership ability?
d. Did the students get a picture of leadership as a tool of social service, rather than a naans to self-aggrandizement?



I. Teacher1 a Objective#*
1. The principle of good sportsmanship is a basic principle of democracy; the relfare of the group is more Important than the welfare ©f theIndIvldeal*
2. Mutual cooperation benefits the group and theIndividual*
3* The rules of good sportsmanship are the rules .of good citizenship*
4. Play In group games is for the success of tho group and the fun of the game.
5* Play fair or the winner gets no satisfaction and the loser gets no fun.
6. Being a good loser is analogous to abiding by the will of the majority after a vote has been, taken.
7* Being a generous winner Is similar to being considerate of minorities after an election Is won by the majority.
3. national welfare can beat be advanced by intelligent cooperation with other nations in a shrinking world*

XI* Introduction and Motivation
1. Start a dissuasion on the subject of sportsmanship, 

arriving at a definition of the term. Discuss group welfare 
as the basis of sportsmanship. Lead the discussion Into 
group welfare ns the baalo of democracy; as tho basis of 
good citizenship* Does devotion to the group always mean 
the individual loses? or more often gains? that are the 
similarities between a nspoil-snort'1 and a bad citizen?
Sere the battles of England fought on the playing fields of
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Eton? The importance of athletics in the ochoola of England 
makes an interesting Gtudy.

Maybe there is moro to this idea of sportsmanship than 
meets the eye. Shall v.e study it thoroughly?

TIT. The Problem.
The problem rill bo written on the board in approximately 

the following words:
THAT IS A GOOD SPORT? HOW CAN OHE BECOME A 

GOOD SPORT? IN WHAT AREAS C? LIFE IS GOOD SPORTS
MANSHIP OPERATIVE? HOW IMPORTANT TIISREFCRE IS 
SPORTSMANSHIP?

life Plan of Attack*
See© of the activities that the class and the teacher 

ol^ht plan to engage In to solve the problem are given 
below:

1. Prepare a talk or write a paragraph on an incident showing good or bad sportsmanship#
2. Consult the encyclopedia and report on the role of sports in the building of character in English schools.
3* Write an editorial for the school paper on

©port samsh Ip*
4* Write a news report of * school athletic contest, emphasising cvldencco of good sportsmanship#
5* Give a talk, illustrated by a diagram on the blackboard, to show that abiding by the rules is good sportsmanship on the field and in civic life as well*
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t»7 unstudied actions in school life, heme life, civic life.
7* Prepare n radio ocvlpt or a short dramatization to depict a rcood snort.
9. Write a slcgan for our school to epitomize thevalue of good sportsmanship. Write it in colored chalk on the blackboard in each homeroom.
9* Make a bulletin board display of citations for good sportsmanship, giving name of student, date of action, brief account of his or her deed*.
10* Write limericks on sportsmanship.
11* Write a parody on a popular song using the names of students in your school, honoring them for . good sportsmanship In any phase of school life.

V* The Attack.
. One period of supervised study Trill be devoted to the 

learning activities decided upon by the class and the teacher. 
Many new activities will suggest themselves during the per
sonal contact of the teacher with the different members of 
the class.

VI. Victory Program.
The Commanding General selected for this program will 

prepare a well-organized sequence of reports by individuals 
and committees. At the end of the program, the General nay 
appoint a student to summarize what has been learned; such 
a report can be of the radio commentator type.

VII. Evaluation.
1. True-false- test on the Ideas and attitudes developed in discussion, learning activities.



and in tbs Victory Program.
2. Changed attitudes are almost Impossible tomeasure, or even detect. It is hoped that the teacher may note a tor unstudied, action examples of better sportsmanship and better school citizenship*



Unit VIII. Verbal Pover.

I. Teacher*a Objectives.
1. To develop a desire to acquire verbal porer.
2. Develop desire to gain skill in presenting ideas before a group*
3* Increase vocabularies of students*
4* Increase ”phrase vocabulary“ of students.
5* Give practice in group discussion.
6. Analyze her a speaker influences his hearers.
,7. .Correct Imperfect pronunciation of bi-llngual students.

* 8. Emphasize oral composition as essential toparticipation in a democratic society.
• 9. Stress that democracy rorks largely by groupthinking and deeieloa*
10. Adequate linguistic skill is necessary to secure, organise, and Impart Ideas.
11. Emphasize comparative frequency and importance of oral language.
12. Show that an inarticulate person cannot readily* impart Ideas and lo consequently a less offec-' tive citizen.

IX* Introduction and Motivation.
The teacher can approach this unit by a series of ques

tions accompanied by class discussion. Hon many feel at 
ease before an audience? H ot/ many enjoy talking before an 
audience? Host activities am easy,— once you have learned 
them. Did you hesitate to learn to ride a bicycle, to swim, 
or to ride a horse? Hon easy afterv/ardl Speaking before an



audience Is a similar acccrml ishment,— easy after you know 
how* Shall we Investigate the difficulties of speaking 
before a group? If we conquer the difficulties, wc shall be 
able to faco an audience with confidence and poise*

III* The Problem*
EG? CAS ORAL VERBAL POTiER AMD POISE BE 

DEVELOPED TO THE PC1ST OF ELJOY IMS THE GIVIKtt 
OF A TALK BEFORE A GROUP OF PEOPLE?
Some formulation of a realisable goal, expressed la 

terns similar to the above, can be made to appeal to coat 
members of a class* It is easy to convince then of the need 
for such an ability, and not too difficult to arouse enthus
iasm. for the project by making the attainment of the objective 
appear easy.

TV. Plan of Attack.
It la usually the case that there are reasons or causes 

behind all conditions or states* In order to correct or 
remedy a situation, we search for the causes* Srsated that 
many people think it is difficult to talk easily to a large 
group, let us analyze the roaeons for such a condition; such 
an analysis may break the problem into a number of elements 
that will be easy to conquer one by one. Let us, therefore, 
list on the blackboard the various reasons rhy the average 
student does net enjoy speaking before an audience.

Reasons will probably emerge from the class discussion
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as foll OT/s:
. ‘ 1* Lack of word vocabulary.

2, Lack of phrase vocabulary.
3* Attention on how to express ideas diverts attention from what one is trying to say; the nechanics of epoeoh should not Interfere with the flow of Ideas*
4. A siruplo lack of not having done something • enough times to develop skill.
5. Want of an Irresistible urge to tell something; no enthusiasm.
6. Previous failure due to attempting too lengthy a talk; creep before you walk.
?• Lack of adequate preparation; need for orderly and logical organisation*

V* The Attack.
A supervised study period will be devoted to finding 

worthwhile material suited to the Individual and his Interests* 
Speeches will be written and presented to the teacher; approval 
should follow only if it appears that the student can handle 
the speech easily, emerging with a triumphant sense of 
accomplishment. The important objective is to convince the 
student that talking before groups Is as easy as he was led 
to believe.

Topics may contribute to the general aim of citizenship;
1. Sportsmanship
2. Contributions to the war effort3« Civic activity4. Citizenship In school lifo5« Biography of prominent contemporary local

cltizena.
6* Anecdotes connected with local civic history*



7 • SlcGrapty of h is t o r ic a l  d ia r a c te r s  Inportant 
as fcm idcrs o f our democracy.

3. Sketches of sen in lo ca l p o lit ic a l  canpaigna*
9. Choice of p o lit ic a l  candidates on f itn e s s  

for o f f ic e ,  not on p erson a lities  or 
friendship.

10. Occupational guidance.
11. Law.
12. Traffic regulations.
13 . C iv ic nera item s from the d a lly  p r e s s .14. Machinery of voting.
15. Propaganda a n a ly s is .
16. Instalment "buying.
1?. Rad 1 o programs *
19. Conservation.

Each student will be required to  keep a notebook to 
increase h is  word vocabulary and h is  phrase vocabulary.'

VI. Victory Program.
If the preparation has been careful, fifteen short 

speeches can be run off In a single period, and a step will 
have been made toward building of confidence In front of an 
audience and creation of a desire to acquire verbal power. 
Whether the speech is ono minute or three minutes in length 
la less Important than the mere performance. Ability to talk 
in groups and to groups has long been recognised as a nec
essary accomplishment of active citizenship. Careful selec
tion of citizenship material as a basis for the talks nay 
make the program worth while? and starting out with very 
short speeches perfectly prepared may be the first step in a 
slow process of building up confidence#

VII. Evaluation.
1. Essay examination designed to mirror the reaction

163978
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of the pun.11 to his om experience and to the speeches or the other nenbers of the class, and to make each, student evaluate his success.
2. The examination papers rill enable the teacher to evaluate results and to project future plans.
3» Individual conferences should be arranged by the teacher to encourage and foster confidence In facing an audience.



Unit IX* Group Kffectivoneas*

I. Teacher’a Objectives*
1* Present the idea that a student can best serve hia country and hlnaslf through ^roup action*
2. Educate for cooperatton in society, rather than for cermet it l on*
. 3* Show that a dcnooracy cm rate a by group action*.
4* Group action advances the individual’s -welfare*
5* Sharing renponolb11Ity,— the principle of ’’divide and conquer,"--makes the seemingly Impossible task easy*
6. Minorities strive to Influence group action# but once the Issue has been decided by vote, all cooperate and obey the will of the majority*
8. Recognition of the fact that group thinking facilitates more Intense responses; one mind strikes fire from others*
9* Group thinking la essential to participation in democratic society*

v 10* Democracy seeks the maximum participation, byall citizens; dictatorships restrict political activity to a small, close-knit party*

II. Introduction and Motivation.
Choice may be made of any or several of the following 

ideas:
1* Recount the following story:

“I was watching a flock of migratory cranes on the hew Mexico plains. They wore staring in the direction of a nearby hillside where a coyote was staging s. most extraordinary performance—  running un and down, leaping, trotting in circles, capering and unticking like an animal gene mad.The cranes watched his preposterous show In utter fascination.



"Then I cnv a second coyote creeping up behind the birds with infinite stealth* Hearer and nearer he are',7, rh 11c his performing teammate Tzcrked himself Into a frenzy of acrobatics to hold the attention of his feathered audience. Finally the stalking coyote deesed'himself near enough, broke into a streaking run, leaped among the cranes, and-seized one.
"As the other cranes flex? off, the tro coyotes settled down to share the foast their teamwork had secured."

2. Sketch how the Auer loan colonies started In earnest to build a nation ao soon as they forgot Individual rivalries and began to pull together.
3* Two average citizens (!.*)„. of 100) are sometimes equal in effectiveness to one citizen of superior . ability (I.Q. of 130).
4. Poae a problem, take a census of those vho know the anav/or, and dlacuco until solution is reached; contrast per cent xvho could solve tho problem before and after group action.

III. The Problem.
Following the introduction a problem should be formulated 

on the blackboard by the teachers and pupils in some such 
form as the following:

WHAT CAM WF. LKAKH AFC”T TH2 TECir<IC;UE A%D 
ADVAltTA-'lES OF GROUP ACTTOIJ? 7,HAT SKILLS AND RUL33 
ARE HEEDED?

ZV. Plan of Attack.
Soee of the learning activities in which we might 

to come to a fuller understanding of the values, skills, and

(July, 1944).



1. Write on a ulio of pr^cr a personal problen, not necessarily ycur ora problem, and turn In to the teachers we shall draw them from a hat and peo If the group earn give a solution.
2* Be prepared to toll the class of an Incident In your life where the cooperation of others meant success for you as an Individual.
3* Present a "school project or a community project which you cannot accomplish alone, but which this class working together night accomplieh*
4* Dramatise the story of the coyotes and the cranes.
5* Find In your community examples of civic betterment resulting from group action.
6. Make a bulletin beard display of newspaper clippings illustrative of group effectiveness.
7. Have a committee prepare a ''Know Your SchoolA booklet for the use of the Incoming students.
S. Express your conclusions as to the value ormethods of group action in the form of a cartoon, picture, poem, or short story.
$• Reoort on and illustrate the importance of following parliamentary rules in arriving at group decisions.
10. Have a "testimonial meeting," each studentstarting with the statement, I believe in 

g o ooor at Inn with r, rones because...
11. Illustrate group thinking by,telling how your city government or state government formulateslaws.

V* The Attack.
One period of supervised study will be devoted to learn

ing activities. The teacher must be guide, counselor, and 
friend. A slight "push" by the teacher will often result In 
an excellent contribution.



VI* Victory Program.
Under the nlanned divoctlon of the Commanding General, 

the renults of the individual and committee activltiee will 
be presented to the entire class. At the end of the program 
the General rill summarize the accomplishments of the group*

VII* Evaluation*
1* True-false test over material and ideas presented In Victory Program. Unoh of the material for this test is jotted dern by the teacher as the program takes place*
2* Expected outernes to be evaluated by the teachers

a. Did the students see that they personally benefit by cooperating with groups?
b. Do they have a new respect for group action as a basis of democratic government?
e* Were they forcibly impressed with the principle of divide and conqmer.
d. Do they grasn the Idea that the level of intelligence is raised when many heads work together?
e. Do they realise that they must learn to work in groups to take effective part in community, state, and national affairs?



Unit X. Ability to Ulan and Organise*

I* Teacher’s Objectives.
1. Point out that most accoBpl1absento In therealm of active citizenship' require projection of thought*
2* Schools teach memorisation of the cultural Inheritance of the race and the fundamental processes of reading, uniting, and figuring; the student hlasolf must accept the task of learning to think ahead, plan, and organise toward an objective*

-/3* Teach that the ucccciplichmants of our natloa have come In an topm^fcant measure from our ability to plan and organize-
4. Give some training in a. technique of planning.
5* Teach that delegation of power with responsibility is the essence of democratic organization and has made national success. It will also make individual success, and through individual * successes, promote national welfare.
6* An efficient government la possible only if public servants are trained to look ahead, make plans, and perfect organizations to carry out the plans.
7. Demonstrate how a classroom organization will increase each student's accomplishments*

II. Introduction and Motivation.
The teacher will Introduce the unit to the class In 

terms of personal experience of the member# of the class 
that they can understand* Many students have held positions 
in industry during summer vacation, or have been given respon
sibilities by parents. When gainfully employed by others, 
students find that a different type of demand Id made upon 
their abilities than was made upon them in the classroom*



Shereaa In the claan^ooE they are given material to memorize.
In.life they are given duties to perform* Often these duties 
demand planning and organisation of a oequenco of activities* 
Btsscees oroyma the one rho looks aiiead, does not cause rasto, 
spoilage, or breakage, and goes beyond the routine operations 
to plan and organize greater efficiency*

.Every student has planned a camping trip or a picnic,—  
and failed to include all necessities or provide against what 
should have been obvious eventualities* Planning a camping 
trip is not memorising a list provided by a toaoher of articles 
to be Included in a knapsack, but is an ability to orojeot 
thought, anticipate needs, plan against all inimical eventual
ities, aee the activity as a rhole that is an organized whole* 

The same necessity for planning ar.cl organization can be 
brought hone to students by reference to their experience in 
raising rabbits or chickens*

The teacher and the pupils will agree, that In view of 
the importance of planning and organization In our national 
life, a study of the problem might be interesting and not 
without profit.

Ill* The Problem*
The problem can be set up and placed on the blackboard?

WHAT CA:i SZ LEASH ABOUT HASMIKO Aim 0R3AKI- 
ZATTCN? IfriAl ABILITIES AW TKCHKI«HES AHS* HSSDSD, •
AND CAN THE AYSIAGL PERbCC ACX-UIRS THESE TECHNIQUES 
AND ABILITIES?
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IV. Plan of Attack.
Some of the activities in which we might engage to cose 

to a fuller understanding of planning unci organization arc:
1. Plan the construction and f urn 1 ah in/; of this echoolhouac.
2. Plan your life as a whole.
3* Plan every thing you should do In the next twenty-four hours.
4. Plan a visit of this class to the nearest Industrial plant.
5» Plan a trip of your athletic team to play a tears In another city.
6. Plan a camping and hunting trio to last two

weeks.
7. Plan the making of forty costumes for a dramatic production.
8. Analyze the ctens to ho followed in planning (objoctiven, resources, materials, steps, foresee difficulties and eventual Liles, personnel,.delegation of power with authority, etc.).
9. Report on the place of organization In American . life (our faith In organization, prevalenceof organization, nolitleal organizations, student organizations, women's organizations, etc.).
10. Hoed for student organization to developpower of expression through practice; learn accented rule# of organized "bodies; learn to put ideas Into effect through group action*
11* Organize a group of students Into a club*
12. Organize and run off the school electionsfor the Student Council. Use the city voting procedure as a model.
13* Organize a committee to keep all school bulletin boards attractive and up-to-date.
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• 14. Discus3 briefly the essentials of rood organization:
a. Femulation of oollcy as a guide.b. Job analysis to determine work

channels.c. Select'on of ccapetent to carry outpolicy.d. Give- authority commensurate withresponsibility.
g . Hold agents or officials accountable for" carrying out, polio loo and for efficiency of performance; require reports of progress.

15* Plan and present to tlis principal and faculty the awarding of c letter for scholarship and for citizenship as well as for athletics.DatablIsh the standards for scholarship and citizenship on a point system. For citizenship take into consideration unselfish service; friendliness to all students; volunteering for full share of class and homeroom duties; assumption of resrensibiilty to make up work missed; respecting property of school and classmates; courteousnecs; kindness; agreeable as a follower and effective as a leader; participation In activities of school; value educational opportunity; maintenance of open, unprejudiced mind; and good sportsmanship.

V* The - Attack.
Students rill develop many projects of their own. The 

supervised study period with recourse to the classroom 
library and the teacher as helper and guide, will result in 
many worthwhile activities.

VI* Victory Program*
The ideal nrogram to convince students of the value of 

planning and organising la to plan, organise, and carry out 
a visit to an industrial, plant such as a large bakery, dairy, 
eemnery, or factory. Students will aee large-scale planning



and organization In onerat ton * enjoy the benefits of their 
osa group planned action, and never forget their Indebtedness 
to cooperative effort.

VII. Evaluation.
Evaluation of the degree to rhlch ability to plan tmd 

organise nay have been imparted to the otiulentn should center 
upon an attempt to measure the ararenoee of tho need, rather 
than upon the ability to norfern successfully. Creation of 
an awareness may start growth along the channel desired; the 
start Is the Important thing. Many times during tho school 
year the teacher rill have opportunity to assign tasks and 
direct extra-curricular activities, referring back to this 
unit an a basic frame of reference to be kept In mind by the 
students. If evon one or iro students arc started on a course 
of conscious growth in ability to plan, and organise, the 
evaluation may end with the conclusion, "7,'cll dene.^



VII.
31MMAHZ Aim CCECLV5I01B

The three division$3 of the problem of this thesis were 
to (1) determine ten Isnortnnt oler.entn of citizenship,
(2) find out If any of these ten elementb have been taught 
In the eighth grade of the Tucson Public Schools 1'roa 1936 
to 1944 aa •evidenced by textbook naterlalB, and (3) prepare 
unit assignments to cover the elements of citizenship emitted 
or not adequately oresented. :

The ten elenc-nts of citizenship stressed In the writings 
of professional educators, in national and state aurveyo of 
eduoational systems, in reroute cf commissions of the national 
Education Association, and In reports of commissions of the 
American Education Fellowship were:

1. Education
2. Faith In Democracy
3# Relief In Individual 'worth
4. Freedom from Prejudice
5« Disposition toward Social Service
6. Leadership 
7* Sportsmanship
8. Verbal ?ov.er
9. Group Effectiveness
10. Ability to Plan a n d  Organize

An analysis of the textbooks used in eighth grade English 
classes revealed that little attention la given to citizenship.



The material cn citizenship that rae found in the textbooks 
was discovered not to duplicate the ten elenonts cf citizen- 
Air established by the present thesis. Therefore, the unite 
here presented offer material not found In texts used In the 
Tucson Public Schools.

The third division of the problem of this thesis was 
the attempt to contribute organized teaching units on citizen
ship that might be used effectively by teachers of English 
at the eighth-grade level.

It in well recognized by educators and laymen that the 
schools do not turn out perfect cltizeno. Evaluation by a 
check of the civic behavior of students after they leave 
school Is disappointing. Civic Information, cveryono knows, 
does not in Itself Impel to civic action; school activities 
alone do not make citizens; a teacher’a example docs not 
often result in imitative citizenship; community visits and 
projects do not make citizens; but who can say that they all, 
in their own wry and to greater or less degree, do not make 
seme little contribution?

The school la only one social institution charged with 
the duty of creating citizens# The teacher of English la 
but a tiny cog in the social institution called the school# 
Such a teacher has scant tine for producing habits, skills, 
appreciations, loyalties, and attitudes; there is tine, 
however, for.implantation of ideas# The leavening power of 
ideas is so great that a tiny idea,— possible of statement



In one acntc-ncchas overt*7mac great nations.
It Is hopec that these ten units contain a Son ideas 

easy of Indentation in the lelnds of. eighth-grade students 
and that these unit aseiyim-.nt# nay in a snail ray help turn, 
the popular conception of education Iron self-aggrantilaesent 
toward the idea of service to one’s fell omen, fro:.\ educe** 
tlon for personal success In r. competitive social order to 
education for cooperation.
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